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Anyone can be a member of the Post 
staff except maybe Jerry·LaGrow. All 
you have to do is come to the meetings 
and do one of the many different and 
exciting tasks ne cessary for the 
smooth operation of a paper like this. 
You start work at nothing per hour, 
and stay there. Everyone. else is paid 
the same. Ego gratification and good 
karma are the fringe benefits. 
De cisions are made collectively by 
staff members at one of our regular 
meetings. All workers have an equal 
voice. The Post-Amerikan has no 
editor or hierarchical stru cture, so 
quit calling up here and asking who's 
in charge. 
Anybody who reads this paper can tell 
the type of stuff we print. All 
worthwhile material is welcome. We 
try to choose articles that are timely, 
relevant, informative, and not avail­
able in other local media. We will 




American Civil Liberties Union-,-452-4831 
Clare House (Catholic Worker)--828-4035 
Community for Social Action--452-4867 
Countering Domestic Violence (PATH)--827-4005 
Dept. of Children and Family Services--829-5326 
Dept. of Health, Education and Welfare (Social 
se ... urity Admin. )--829-9436 
Dept. of Mental Health--828.-4311 
Gay Action/ Awareness Union--828-6935 
G ay National Educational SWitchboard--
800-227-0888 
HELP (Transportation for handicapped and sr. 
citizens)--828-8301 
ill. Lawyer Referral Service--800-252-8916 
Kaleidoscope--82 8-7346 
Lighthouse--828-1371 
McLean County Health Dept. --829-3363 
McLean County Mental Health Center--827-5351 
Men'S' Rap Group--828-6935 
Mobile Meals (meals for shut-ins)--828-8301 
an analysis 
In 1903 the president of a large 
candy company in Chi cago, E. J. 
Brach was bummed out about 
declining candy sales. He sent a 
lobbyist group to Washington, D. C., 
to persuade our governing bodies to 
set aside one day of the year for 
lovers to blow millions orr Brach 
candy to gjve each other. 
Most of our material and inspiration 
for material comes from the community. 
We encourage you, the reader, to 
become more than a reader. 
We welcome all stories and tips for 
stories, which you can mail to our 
office (the address is at the end of 
this rap). 
If�You'd like to work on the Post and/ 
or come to meetings, cal.l us. 'The 
number is 828-7232. You can also 
reach folks at 828-6885 or ask for 
Andrea at 829-6223 during the day. 
You can make bread hawking the Post-� 
15¢ a copy, except for the first SO 
copies on whi ch you make only 10¢ a 
copy. Call us at 828-7232. 
Mail, whi ch we more than welcome, 
should be sent to: The Post-Amerikan, 
P. O. Box 3452, Bloomington, IL 61701. 
(Be sure you tell us if you don't want 
your letter printed! Otherwise it's 
likely to end up in. our letters column. ) 
National Health Care Services (abortion assist­
ance in Peoria)--691-9073 
National Rwiaway SWitchboard--800-621-4000 
in Illinois--800-972-6004 (all 800 #'s toll free) 
Occupational Development Center--828-7324 
PATH (Personal Assistance Telephone Help)--
827-4005 
Parents Anonymous--827-4005 (PATH) 
Planned Parenthood--827-8025 
Post-Amerikan--828-7232 
Prairie State Legal Aid--827-5021 
Project OZ--827-0377 
Public Aid, McLean Cnty. Dept. of--827-4621 
Rape Crisis Line--827-4005 (PATH) 
SAW (Student Association for Women, ISU)--
438-7619 
Small Changes Alternative Bookstore--829-6223 




United Farmworkers Support Group--452-5046 
Women's SWitchboard--800-927-5404 
The leader of this lobby group 
was Roy Valentines. 
Soon florists, jewelers, card-makers, 
& other confe ctioners joined 
Brach in his efforts. 
In 1905, after two years of strug­
gling, Valentines finally got the 
Senate to a,pprove the bi 11 by a 
narrow margin of 51-49. Brach & 
his cohorts in capitalism were so 
ecstati c about this opportunity to 
BLOOM1NGTON 
Book Hive, 103 W. Front 
Eastgate IGA, at parking lot exit 
The Joint, 415 N. Main 
Medusa's Bookstore, 109 W. Front 
The Back Porch, 402� N. Main 
The Book Worm, 310� N. Main 
South West Corner--Front & Main· 
Mr. Quick, Clinton at Washington 
Downtown Postal Substation, Center 
and Monroe 
Bl. Post Offi ce, E. Empire (at exit) 
Devary's Market, 1402 W. Market 
Harris' Market, 802 N. Morris 
Hi ckory Pit, 920 W. Washington 
Biasi's Drug Store, 217 N. Main 
Discount Den, 207 N. Main 
U- I Grocery, 918 W. Market 
Kroger's, 1110 E. Oakland · 
Bus Depot, 523 N. East 
The Wash House, 609 N. Clinton 
Bi-Rite, 203 E. Locust 
Man-Ding-Go's, 312 S. Lee 
Mel-0-Cream Doughnuts, 901 N. Main 
Mr. Do�ut, 1310 E. Empire 
Doug's Motorcycle, 1105 W. Washington 
K-Mart, at parking lot exit 
Small Changes Bookstore, 409A N. Main 
Lay-Z-J Saloon, 1401 W. Market 
Pantagraph Building (in front) 
Common Ground, 516 N. Main 
North East Corner--Main & Washington 
NORMAL 
University Liquors, 706 W. Beaufort 
Pat's Billiards, 1203 S. Main 
Redbird IGA, 301 S. Main 
Mother Murphy's, 111� North St. 
Ram, 101 Broadway Mall 
_Eisner's, E. College (near sign) 
Divinyl Madness, 115 North St. 
Co-op Tapes & Re cords, 311 S. Main 
Bowling and Billiards Center, 
I. S. U. Student Center 
Baker's Dozen Donuts, 602 Kingsley 
Cage, ISU Student Union 
Midstate Truck Plaza, Route 51 North 
Upper Cut, 1203� S. Main 
OUTTA TOWN 
Galesburg: Under The Sun, E. Main St. 
Monmouth: Head's Up 
Peoria: That Other Place, NE Adams 
Decatur: Coop Tapes and Records, 
1470 Pershing 
Sp ringfield: Spoon River Book C o-op 
407 E. Adams 
Urbana: Horizon Bookstore, 517 s. 
Goodwin 
turn an easy buck that they wanted 
�t named for their fearless lobby­
ist Roy. So for years we celebrated 
Roy Valentines Day. 
Then in 1928 the Catholics--who were 
in the fog about this situation, as 
they are about most-- canonized Roy 
Valentines be cause of his efforts to 
promote love & humanity & other 
good things in the world. And 
that's the sto1y of St. Valentines 
Day. e 
What's the matter, Sam? 
That time of the month? WINTEl\IZE YOUR GUITAR 
STOP.iN AT GUITAR W,ORLD' 
And have your 
guitar checked for 
• New Strings · 
• Cracks and 
other dryness 
problems 
Check out the 
Dampit Humidifier 
105 Broadway • Normal 
Conventional stereo�ypes, oft repeated in jokes, hold 
that women are emotionally unstable due to periodic 
changes in body chemistry. Men, on the other hand, 
are reputedly more in control of their emotions. 
Recent experiments indicate that this alleged differ­
ence between the sexes may be just so much male­
inspired humbug. 
The tests, conaucted by UCLA graduate student Bettv 
Houser, show that male di�position is tied just.as
' 
firmly to regular changes in hormones. A� ihc levels 
of testosterone, known as "the male hormone " rise so 
do anxiety, depression, hostility, and tens lon. ' 
Physical capabilities, such as hand steadiness reflexes 
vigor, and arousal, were also found to be affc � ted in a ' 
negative way. 
T�e_results are not conclugive, since a shortage of funds limited the number of test subjects, but the only other 
comparable research, which involved mice and monkeys 
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GenTel blames ki�s for ·poor service 
GenTel owes Normal people a little 
money and owes y,oung people an 
apology for causing l ibelous attacks 
off them in the Daily Pantagraph. 
During the Jan. 15 snowstorm, the 
Normal· telephone exchange was ov.er­
loaded between 9:50 and 10:20, and 
�the c omputerized switchboard shut • 
down. Calls didn't go through. 
GenTel district matiager �llis Corso 
told a Pantagraph reporter that the 
overload was to be blanied on 
unnecessary phone calls made by 
children with a day off f rom s choql. 
The Paritagraph article said that the 
young people call e.ach other to 
"chit-chat" because .they haye a· day 
off from school . 
In the' article, Corso asked customers 
to "keep childr�n fr'om making 
unnecessary calls." 
It'� ridiculous· and �geist to zero 
in on kids' phone calls as the ones 
that caused the overload. I'm an 
adult, and I had several chit-chat · 
conve rsations that morning which 
were really unnecessary. But I .don't 
pay my phone bill just so I can have 
a phone around in case of emergencies . 
-
Cors.o' s statement is an example of' 
h.Ow grown-ups automatically-think that 
kids' concerns are trivi�l. and that 
their relationships with their friends 
are less important than our own. 
Besides slandering kids, Corso di4n't 
offer any helpful advice about how · 
N�rmal 's Gen Tel customers s•hould go 
about pro-rating their phone bills so 
that they get a dis count for the half.· 
·hour of· service that the company 
· didn ' t provide.. You can call him and· 
ask, though, at his office (827-1811) 
or at home (452-3616).e 
--Pho eb e Caulfield 
Pantagraph hide.s reprimande� cop's identity· 
On Friday January 19, ·Bloomington 
Polic e Chief Harold Bosshardt 
reprimanded 6ne of his officers for 
f!Crevring up twice on one shift. the 
· weekend before. · 
nigh ts, eleven to ·seven. I doh' t k now 
why his name wasn't printed--his name 
was furnished to the Pantagraph along 
with the other info_rmation.". 
Wareco station, McGowen should have 
sent a car out, according to Chief 
Bosshardt. 
.. One of the cop:'•s screw-ups, 
Bosshardt .told the Daily Pi;intagraph, 
may have permitted the burglary of the 
Wareco station on West Market St. 
Except ·:for ·the·:ommfsi;!ion: of .tl;le 
offiCer' s rnµne, BOSf:ihariit . said. Conroy. s 
story , was c omplete and accurate. . 
. 
·.But McGoweri nevel;. ordered a squad to 
the scene.. In the ·morning, the gas 
s.tation ·owner cafled ·to report a 
burglary. McGowen was. still shift 
commander when the burglary was Pantagraph City Editor Bill Wills made 
the decision to omit McGowen's name.· 
The Pantagraph carried a J,engthy s.itory · When asked why, Wills· .to:J...d the Post­
on the cop's reprimand. Reporter Greg · Amerikai:i that he had;n't felt a mere 
Conroy quoted Chief Bosshardt .. reprimand-"."instea,d .of formal charges-"" 
explaining what happened, what the merited publicatidn of the.officer's 
officer did wrong, and what the 
· · name� "I m ight make a diff'.erent · .  
officer should have .done , · deci$ion today, " Wills said; · - ' ' ,_ , (. 
But the Pantagraph never p rinted the 
cop's name. "His name is Bob McGowen," 
Chief Bosshardt told the Post-Amerikan. 
"He's been here Ji years and wo rk s · ·· 
McGowen was a·c t ion shift·· c omiilahder on 
.the night of the· incident. When he 
received a call. a:bout prowlers at the 
reported, . anu  still no car was sent . 
The gas station owner called police 
again at 8 am--after McGowen's shift was· 
over--and finally a squad CaJlle to.take 
the b urglary report.. . ' � - ' - . . . 
McGowen was·one of at<least a 
dozen Bloomington' cops ·who -heiped beat 
up Johnny Anderson in the middle of 
Douglas Street. Nov. 18.· {See Rost- , 
Amerikan , Jan 79, p. 2J) · Mc Gowen woilnd • 
up wi th a broken hand in that . incident .e 
11> 
_..:Matk si'iv�istein 
Cops f l·ash gu·ris · 
on Front St. 
COINt. 
STAMP 
SUPPU6S . . 
•t:· .. 




A pedestrian on Bloomington's Front 
Stree.t witnessed a display":of how 
Bloomington cops get their l!;icks • .  
As he walked down the s:treet at about 
4:JO Jan. 2.5. the man noticed a cop 
car with its lights 'flashing, tied up 
in traffic of East Street. FUrther 
· 
down Front was another cop .c?-r pa:t;'ked 
across a driveway with its door open . 
Two ·detectives and one uniformed offi� 
ce r were leaving the Arm�Cbm gun 
shop. The c9ps were saying that 
everything was all :dght as the squad 
car·arrived from the traffic tie-up 
on East Stree.t. A young-look ing cop 
got out and said, disappointed, 
"You mean there's no ac tion? '' 
The observer then heard the uniformed 
officer brag that he had run "ail 
the way from ·East,.Street wj,.th .my · 
guz+ �drawn..," , Tlt�1:t':s; a,.:di�t$Uiq� :�,.f�.· "· 
hal.f'a block or so-,· ri�ht at a· ... . 
time of day when there's a lot of. 
·pe.op�e op. the street. · 
Speaking of some of those bystanders, 
the offic er then told the detectives 
and the other cop, "Yo.µ should 've 
· seen. their fac.es ! .Thos13 .kids were really scared when'.•.:they saw my. gun 
draW'nr" Then the cops laughed iµid 
went �ck to thei� .<:lars� 
The eavesdropping:pedeE;1trian thinks 
the gun-happy cop mignt eyen have. 
said, "Those colored kids were really 
· sc ared," but he's •not absolutely 
sure. Such a remark would be rio 
surprise . The- langUage is. calle� 




For four years I li ved with a man 
who occasionally beat me up. I 
he si ta te d a great deal before deci­
ding to wri te about it because .l am 
suspicious· of myself: afraid of 
.explaining the person that I am now 
in terms of Pa st Tragedy. Sometimes 
I think that my anger is a kind of 
·control or p owe r that· that relation­
ship still . ma.intains over me and so · 
I Transcend it until the .subject 
comes up and then • • •  there it is 
ag ain . 
· 
I also feel ashame d of my part in 
the in ter action. I think that. 's 
tYPical: I feel embarrass.ed for the way I lived. · · 
Violence of that kin d is not some­
tlling that stands out clea r and 
· sharp ..:-i t is some thing that · · 
becomes woven into t he very texture 
of your life and your psyc he. 
· 
The violence happene d so slowly, by 
degrees settl'ing itself into our 
relationship, that·it seems to me, 
look�ng back, the product of .a very 
precise and calculated plan of 
psycholog ical warfare. The pro ce ss 
o.f prepa ration was so care fu l and 
so exact that I can hardly believe it 
was not delibe ra te. · 
It took form with a push one 
afternoon. What· is a little push 
i;gainst the wall? It's a wa.rning--
i t 's a statement that lets· you know 
that bounda rie s have just been broken 
an d . it.' s time to abandon the issue of 
who is right or who's wrong bec aus13 
the Gentle�anly Code has just br oken 
down, shifting things to a new level. 
And if anything happens to you after 
that first push, it's your own fault 
because you've' been warned. 
We ,had� lived t�e ther for alm9st a_' year· before the first beating took 
place. In that amount of 1 time 
important .. changes had taken .place · 
in m.v life--a-1 tera tions that made 
an unthinkable situation_possib:\:e· 
In that time I had gradually narrowed 
my sphere of contact, cutting myself 
off from ali of my own fr iends so 
that I.could give him all of my a:!;tention; all of my energy. · 
B:caus� I spoke to no one e lse, mY · 
sit uation took on an air of unreal­
ity--a dreamlike quality in which 
things. didn't h_ave to, hook together 
and make sense: actions didn't nec­
essarily-nave react ion s and a spoken 
sentence mi�ht mean one tii:ing or · 
another. ,Might mean nothing at all. 
Li�e had b_
et:ome arbit rary an d hap-' 
hazard. 
Changes ha d taken place· in me • .  I 
had lostfuy boldness, my ease with 
living. Taking m.Y definition from him, I saw myself as weak and incom­
peten � so �hat even the si�ple details 
of daily life could throw ine -into 
anic. 
· 
It was only wi th great effort that 
I co·uld have a normal conversation 
in the . grocery store or fun cti on at 
a shit job be cause I had _this ugly· 
pict�re of myself in my head and 
that's whe re my whole interaction was 
ta king place. 
Physical violence was just an 
outward manifestation of an uncon­
scious p ro ce ss I_ a natural COnclU� 
sion. 
"Physical strength doesn't meari 
sh i t," I told him afte r the first 
·time. I was lying on the.bed 
sta ring at the ceiling and I was 
realizing t.)1at in a very immediate 
and real way it ·did have a meaning, 
a great deal of me aning . · 
Althoug h I was not beaten up often, 
after tha t morning, violence was a 
constant presence giving definition 
and shape to our rel ationshi p . I 
le arned to carefully watch my.own 
anger d_uring a rg uments and re sen te d 
·the fact. that he ha d full reign, no· 
limi ta tfons . 
He had a "b ad temper, " .he explaine d, 
"You would learn to . c ontrol your 
temper pretty fast if-I was bigger 
than you," I spe culate d.. A · 
m ascul ine luxury: the Breaking 
Poirit. An e lu sive point·it was. 
When the subject.of woman beating 
comes up,·· I he ar people explaining it 
to each other in terms of what out-· 
rageous things the woman ha s probably 
done or sai d to invite. it,. That's · 
bullshit. 
Th. issue is p ower and domination, ·and 
the tool is violence. The "reason" 
doesn't have an yt hin g ·to do with the 
fa ct that your friend na_vid called . 
Y0\1 on the telephone or you pulled 
the covers off of hi s feet while you 
were sle13ping. The issue is a hate­
ful. kind o.f powe r th.at i s confused. · 
with masculinity.· · · 
I felt.myself to be a w illing victim. 
.. Ann _Lande rs conspired with moder n psy­
chology an,d e soter ic literature.to 
c onv�nce me that I had willingly and 
knowingly �so ught my own. destruction. 
My b<;>yfr�endwas also of this opinion, 
p u t1:;ing it, ''Yo u asked for it." · 
Sometimes I sa w my situation as 
unique, c onvinced that he had 
Special .. Pr.oblems which. only I could 
un derstand. ,It g ave me a' sense of 
d uty,. of -purpose. I _thought that if 
my "love" could ,be high, enough, he . 
wo uld learn to .. respect women, and we 
c ould be.happy together and tender. 
I was _19 years old--I thought that 
Love occ urred on some}.izy level that 
had no connection to reason or 
intellect or day-to�day re ality . 
At other time s I suspe cte d every man. 
of being a. secre t woma n be ate r. 
Unlike the first theory, in wh ich I 
fe+t that I alone had been sing le d 




415 N. Main Downtown Bloomington 
out to in sure the personal salvation 
of another h uman being, this frame­work_ told: me tll,at as a heterosex ual 
wo�n I was going to have to settle. for some violence now and then. , It 
told me that I c ould e;xpec"l;no better. 
I had discovere d the worl�' which· 
ex±sted·behind c lose d doors• 
You can manipulate situat ions and: your 
own respon si'b.ili ties to those si tua­
�ions simply by defining them in part­
icula: ways • .  You . can, for example, 
cal� it devotion i'nstead,of resig-
nation. · · 
. "What can be more important than 
love?" I asked my frie nd Susan one 
day. I was a victim-of the Diana 
Ross Generation. 
"Self-respect," sheisaid quickly. 
"Hmm." A novel i dea. 
I felt ' an. absolute loss of control . 
It was as if I . was made out of some 
spongy and fluid sub stance. I felt 
th at at some point my li fe had been 
taken o ut of mY 'own. hands so. that 
de ci sion s I made and conclusi on s I 
drew we r-e Beside the Poin t, inci den-
tal, 
· 
If I ha.d stopped realizing that I 
co uld effect change in my life, I 
did f igure out a way to' make an 
intolerable situatio n '.to lerable : a 
change of perception. By the time 
I turne d 21, I had .secured t.wo secret 
:Pre scripti ons for barliliturat�s-­
refillable monthly-..:from our obliging 
local medical e stablishment . 
Like many women, l had found a: 
polite alternative, a n agreeable 
solution. I felt vague and detached. 
I floated through conflicts an d 
bore dom . Men are taught to tolerate 
their shitty jobs and their sorry 
lives by drinking bee r and whisky. 
Women learn to accept the ir powe r­
lessness--and their drunk husbands-­
by taking vali um or seconal. We are 
sedated an d content. Rather than 
take responsibility for our feeling s , 
we lea rn to manipulate them. We . 
create distractions. We live lives 
of substitution •. 
·than love?'' 
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'When you love someone, you open 
yours�lf up and . become vulnerable 
to them. You bring yourself to the 
surface: a dangerous situation 
within the co ntexts of this culture. 
My physical self was not so willing 
to .be left open. It had a stubborn 
wisdom and understanding of its own ,  and I s topped climaxing with him. 
I stopped having orgasms when we had 
sex. 
Regardles s  of what persua�ive philo­
s ophical or me taphsical theories I 
used to justify my life style., my 
body would not forget or be foo led 
· or define unacceptable things in 
acceptable terms. It had its own 
relationship to him. 
· 
In that primal 
sense I:had los t  my trust, my 
vulnerablity to him. - · 
The woman who I was for tho se four 
years�is vague and foreign to me. 
I know that I had idea-s and convic­
tions . I had an ideal in my mind of 
a utopian . culture that-didn't have 
anything to do with monogamy or 
woman-hating or barbi"turates • . I 
did have an understanding of the 
poli tic�l implications of my_ per- . 
sonal life, but that understanding 
was private and s elf -contained-- · 
it had nothing to do with. the way that 
I lived, 
,The feelings that tho se memories stir 
up are dis tant and more intellectual 
than feelings .from the gut should be. 
I read the Journal that I kept at. 
that time with a sense of· voyeurism, 
of looking at someone else's life. 
Reading tho se pas sage s I am, more than 
�nything, appalle d  by my own 
responses. At o:ne point I de scribed 
an incident in which, afrt;er being 
punched several time s, I was forced 
to have s e x  with him; I had not.'even 
Tues�, . Feb. 27 
. . -. 
•Free Beer• 
:.A • 
co�esy of .. 
Record Service 
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remembered that happening, and it had 
not been part of my working mind. 
But now, years later, my memory took 
on a startling clarity. 
·' . 
Rape is another form of being beaten 
up, a more private and intens e form 
of having your face hit.. It was a 
more thorough way for him to ass ert 
his right of po s s e s sion over me. 
After des.cribing that incident in 
my journal, I. dismissed the impor­
tance of what happened- -I be came self­
conscious, apologizing for my 
"melodramatic" nature. A rape is 
something that calls for a parti­
cular respons e - -call it something 
else and you can push it to some 
dark and distant part of your con­
sciousne s s. But it's st. ill there, 
you know, kind of floating arourid 
·vague. a:id namele s_s. 
While I've been writing this I've also 
peen trying to figure out why there 
is confusion between sex and violence 
in our culture. Sexandviolence. 
People use tnat expre s sion as i:f it 
were synonymous: one word . I 
_wanted to give you some kind of nice 
reasonable analysis but l can't do' 
it. It's upside- down and mysterious 
to .me·. One of thos.e terrible incon­
sisten6ies that e scape reason or 
understanding. 
There is a particula:r image in 
people's minds of. the women and men 
· 'who are involved in violent. relation­
ships but that image is bulishit. 
There was no pattern in my past to . .  
indicate that this thing would happen 
to me. It was a surprise. And my 
Boyfriend wasn't. one of those large 
men. with red faces. He didn '.t drink 
Budweiser. He had.a s oft voice and 
long .hair. 
-. ., 
violence didn't fit into my framework 
· in any easy or sensible way, but 
seemed like some terrible growth 
that had grafted .itself onto my life 
and my consciousne s s. Fighting back 
s e emed unnatural to me. I had never 
hit anyone before--I didn't know how 
1to do it. I didn't relate to· my body 
.like that. Likewis e I didn't know · 
about being hi t -. -I .didn't know how 
many time s you could be hit before 
yoµ got hurt or if a carefully placed 
punch could kill you. · 
It seems incredible to me the.t ou.r 
socialization.to be passive can/ 
override our basic instincts. My 
s elf-protective mechanisms fail me. 
It se ems cruel to :me that we women 
don't learn to defend o urselves but 
are taught that Qur 1VIen will pro - · 
1 tect us. Protect us from who.? 
I µefend the right of women to fight 
back using whatever means are avail­
able to them; When a man is violent 
towards a woman, he has created an 
unequal situation based on physical 
power --'it is the right of the woman 
to use whatever tools and to. cross 
whatever boundaries she feels are 
neces sary to protect herself and to 
maintain her. sense of self-respect. 
Regardless of what the law tells 
us, we have to realize that· we are· 
worth defending. , Regardless· of 
the cultural.imagery that surround s 
us, we have. to -know that we are . 
valuable--:-and to demand' that our 
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I would like. to take great issue with 
the article on Planned Parenthood's fundinl!; which appeared.in last month 's 
Post-Amerikan and which, if you will 
rectll, included many vic ious attacks 
-0n God. Especially offensive. to me 
were .the last two paragraphs . in the 
artiele which, for those of you who 
already. recycled February's Post, I 
quote • .  
In defense 
An hour later we decided to call 
on God to strike us· all dead, 
but nothing happened. Later 
still, we learned from a United 
Press International reporter 
that God had been so absorbed 
in his new Five· Thousand TV 
Games In One that He didn't 
hear our challenge. As this 
Post .went to press, we were 
still unable to discover which 
game it was that God had been 
.• playing. 
This is yet another example of you 
people 's failing to verify a source. 
Did you.ever think·to check with the 
Associated.Press to see what they had 
·to say? You cou.ld have · asked the 
Pope, you know. Or even Billy Graham 
or June Carter Stapleton. But did 
'you? No. Just because a story on the 
UPI wires happens to agree with your 
'already warped impression of God, you 
immediately assume that· it's gospel. 
flimsy slurs 
I, 'ror one, am sick and tired of 
reading your flimsily disguised slurs 
on the Almighty. What follows, then, 
is a factual account of.what actually 
occurred on December 25,1978; while 
you were screaming to be stru.ck dead 
by a God none of you believes· in any­
way. 
It :\"as Jestis' birthday. Ma:ry, Joseph, 
· and all. of Jesus• 'brothers· .:and sisters 
were gatpered in the living room play­
ing their favorite party gaµie, Name 
That Saint. · God·. was in the kitchen 
putting 1;978 candles on a )-tiered 
birthday cake which he himself bakes eve:py year and which is. always the hi,t 
of .p;he party. Jesus' brother, Joseph. 
Jr.: , had just won a round by correctly: 
gue;ssirie; St. Raymond-Nonnatus in only 
. three clues, which is no small feat, 
and had jumped into the lead. Sud­
den1y, the closed circuit television 
set . monitoring Cal vary Baptist Church . 
burst on showing people milling every-
where. • · · · 
Joseph Jr. sighed audibly and said, 
"I really can't take those people 
today. I'm going to turn the. damn 
thing Off .• " 
He got up to do so and Jesus put a 
hanO. _on his arm. "Yotc·can't do that , Jose:ph Jr. You know tha.t l promised . · to 11sten.•and answer every .prayer, and 
I must ke_ep my word about that." 
no sen.Se of humor 
JosephJr • .  rqlled his eyes and sat back 
down. "You know," he whispered to one 
ot· his sisters, "two ·or three miracl:es · 
and. he thinks he's God," a remark which 
caused Joseph to give him a withering 
look. "That man has no sense :Of hume 
or," he continued, referring to his 
father. · 
His. sister agreed. "But neither does 
Jesus," she whispered back•» "He's just 
like him, and you know i-t's not hered­
ity. I think there's a whole lot more 
to the environment theory than we care 
to admit." 
!'Hey, wait a minute," said James. 
uThose aren't the regulars." 
"You're right, Judas-," Mary told h,i.m, 
"you didn't. Your :eldest. brother is 
the only person \Vho ever got to ask ·· 
that. But it's a good thing you didn't 
young man, because the way you ' re act­
ing now I probably would have said no. " 
"I always . knew . you didn't want me! .A 
kid can tell, you know!." 
family planning 
' 
Joseph sighed . "1,957 years oT your 
'nobody wants me' routine is getting a 
bit old. If we hadn't wanted you , 
you wouldn't be here. It's that simple. 
There are ways of preventing that sort 
,of thing. Every one of you was planned 
for. We wanted 8 children, so we had 
8 children. If we'd wanted 2; we would 
have 2; if we'd have wanted · 12, we . 
w.ould have 12. But as. that TV series 
says, 'Eight is enough to fill our lives 
with lov�. •. 01,cay, Juc:l.a,s? �at��fie}:l.? .· 
. Now go f'ix the set. " · · · 





"It is them, children,.look!" Mary 
exclaimed. : ''Oh, Jesus, go ge.t . yoµr 
father. I don.'t Want. him to miss tfrfs� 
He 011 get ,such a kick out. of it·�''· . 
Jesus duti.f-tlly went; to - t;he kitchen to 
fetch his .f'ather • God w13.s p:Utting the\. 
last few candl.es cm the cake•' ·.· "1,976,. 
1,977, 1,978 •. .. · Oh/ .hi., son • .  I'Ill 'just finished. 1:H9'w '.do 'YOU like it?" 
"It's bea'\,\ti'f'\11� Dad� Much C>etter thari 
last yea.r's.�·· · 
"I'll agre.e with .you,there. I'·m never 
going to work with those mixes again. 
.They don't come out right somepow, al-· 
though it may · just be the �titu.de. 
And let's face it. It's ju5t .no.t the 
same without that home-cqoked touch .• " 
"You're right again, Dad• Mother wants 
you to come . into the living room ).:f 
·-you're through out herei •.. The J;>ost-: .. 
Amerikan people are in Calvary .Baptist · 
Church." · 
"Oh, really?' asked God, obviously 
impressed. He winked at his son. "Are 
they there legitimately, .or do they 
intend to loot and pillage?'; 
Jesus laughed. . "I. wish I had your. 
sense of humo r ,  Dad. " 
"So do· I, son,'·' said. Go,d, .as. h.e .took off his apron, "so do J. Maybe if l. h,i:i.c:f 
. 
been t.here things would. have been dif.f.:.. 
erent, but-- �· He shrugged his shoulders. 
''.I know yoar 'Uncle .Joseph' did the 
"He's right!" shouted Simon. 
like the people from the Post 
best he cohld, but he is rather a grum··>· 
py guf!." ,Jesus nodded in agreement/ • · · 
"Well " said God . "there's nothing .we . 
"It �Qoks�. ·can d� : about that now. Let's go watch Amerikano the fUno II . 
"Art:l you sure?" Mary asked. "The re­
ception's so bad I can't really tell• 
See if you can fix it, Judas." 
'.'See if you can fix it, Judas, " he. 
pa:rrotted. -"If it's n_ one thing it's 
ano_ther. Judas do this, .Judas do that . 
I'm not a slave! Just because I'm the yotiilgest .I have.to do everything�. I 
did?l' t ask to be born last , you know. I didn't even ask to be born I" · 
Judas had just gotten the set perfectly 
tuned .. whe.n God and Jesus walked into: 
the ro(>m. "!'hat's them, all right," 
said Go d. •iI • d recognize them anywhere , 
even in church. " Evei'y9n�: out '.Jc;)seph .·• 
chuckled . .  "Now be quiet, everybody-. ·so 
we can hear what they ' re saying_." 
. Slowly· the voices filtered l�to th��:� 
crowded living room from Normal, Il� 
linoitH "They want you to strike them 
all dead," said Simon. "All 500 of them. Something about their defying 
your commands and going· against your 
chosen people. so they think · · 
.this is a just punishment for them. 
And if you want my honest opinion, God, 
·r don't think they believe you ,can do 
it. II 
"Hell's bells! " cried' God in disgust. 
" I thought they were more original than 
tha.t. It's the Sinclair Lewis Number 
all over again. From Lewis r·can take 
Lewis, but I can't take a poor rendi.:. 
tion of him from them." God got up out · 
of his chair . "I'm going ·to. get the 
party hats and noisemakers
.
out of the 
attic. Call me if they try anything 
new and different. " · 
After G•od was safely out of hearing 
distance, .Simon, who always did have a 
mean streak,. turned to hi.s. brother. 




" I don't know, Simon. �it seems so 
cruel." 
"Look, Jesus, use your head. · They' re 
· a bunch of hippie freaks who have out­
lived their usefulness. They're anach­
ronisms trying to recapture the sixties. 
You'd. be doing . the world.a favor." 
Jesus did not .look convinced, so Simon 
tried. a different 
·
approach • . '"And be-sides, you know yourself how slow the 
mail has been lately. Why, if you did 
away with 500 subversives, just think 
of the cards and letters that would 
come pouring in." 
"That's true," Jesus adrnltted. 
miracles 
Simon pre::ssed his advantage. "And 
it's your birthday, Jesus. , I think 
people could really get into your per­
forming a miracle on your birthday. 
And destroying - .500 c.ommie pinkos would 
· definitely be 1seeri as a miracle. •( · : 
"I won't have if1 I just won't have 
. it 1" cried Mary, who had. become quite 
impossible to deal with since she'd dis­
covered feminism. She was now forever 
voicing her opinions and was expecting 
them to be heard. According to U .s. · 
Catholic magazine she has recentIY 
taken to calling herself Ms. Mary 
Carpenter, and a rel iable. source clos.e 
to the family reports that she has re­
worded a popular Kristin Lems song and 
,is constantly roal)ling.the .house singing, 
•r am a carpehter, I've been .one all my 
life, call me a carpenter, and not a 
carpenter's wife.• "Jesus, listen to 
.your mother ro:i:_ once in ybur life. The 
only thing the Post;..Amerikan people are 
- trying to dois to stand up for all 
.those·women.who,want to take control of 
.· . ttieir; own l�ves c;lnd bodies. And ·right-
. .. fully so, I might ad,d. "
. 
. " AJ..i .
. those women•" came a female voice 
.fro;ni tr:e bt;i.c;k -of the room. "Sound :familiar, arwone? 1' 
•ivep';·i•· csaid' ;_ second .·.fema··1e .. . t .... . . . . voice. 
;;§ure goe,s,u said a third� ••sort of 
Biblical-· you, might. even say:�-.. 
' < - -/. 
.. The second voice raised in anger. 
"Reminds you of 'all his sisters,' 
doesn't it?" · 
of god 
"Here we go again , "  s aid James to no 
one in part icular . 
" I  th ink I ' ll go help God with tho se 
hats , "  Joseph said as he l e ft the room . 
" All h i s  s isters , " the vo i c e  c ontinue d .  
"What , I ask you , is so difficul t  about 
El i z abeth , Ann , and Mary Grac e ? " 
" I  really don ' t  know, Mary Grace , "  s aid 
Ann , owner o f  the first vo ic e . " I  
have n o  troubl e  with th em . El i zabeth , 
Ann , and Mary Grac e .  S e ems e asy enough 
to me . "  
" I  bet I could even say them with my 
:yes closed , " El i z abeth told her fam­
ily as she shut her eye s .  "El i zabe th 
Ann , Mary Grace . "  She opened her eye� . 
" No problem . "  
" Now �hy do you th ink i t  is , " asked �· that our elde s t  bro ther , who 
l ikes to claim that he ' s  perfe c t  
couldn ' t  s e em t o  remember them l�ng 
eno ugh to tell anybo dy? "  
" Beats me , "  s aid El i zabe th . " I t  
?ould� ' t  be a poor memory o r  a speech 
Lmpediment . After all , he did manage 
co get out Jame s ,  Jo seph , S imon , and 
Judas in quick order . �  
"And what about our dear brother ' s  
be st friend? Good old Laz arus had 
two s i sters . But are they c al l e d  
' both his s i s ters ' ? "  asked Mary 
Grace . " I ' d  l ike to tell you they ' re 
no t .  S ays real clear , Mary and 
Marth a ,  fo r all the wo rld to s ee . "  
"How very true , "  her si s ters agreed . 
" And how about that slut- - - " 
" Mary Grace ! "  
"Sorry , Mo ther . How about that 
hooker Mary Magdal ene ?  Is she e ver 
re ferred to as ' that woman ' ?  You 
be t your best dres s  suit she ' s  no t . " 
"Lc:>ok , you ' re only his s i s ters , "  
said James , unabl e to keep s il ent 
any longer . "You ' re only women ; 
y o u ' re no t worthy of mention . I f · 
you were men ,  he ' d  have name d you 
proudly, li ke he did us . But I you re women . That means you ' re 
nothing . You don ' t  c o unt for any­
�hing ,  don ' t  you unders tand? You ' re 
J ust barely human ! " 
; 
Mary ' s  fist c ame down on the arm o f  
her chai r .  "You amaze me , James 
c arpenter , you really do ! "  she 
shouted . "How I ever managed to 
c arry and bear and s uckle and rear 
a c ompl ete and utter s exual bigot 
l ike you I ' l l  never kno w !  Your 
p ol itics are three s teps to the 
right of Ghengis Kahn ! I t ' s  dis­
gus ting ! You make me s o  mad I coul d  
sp it ! " 
"Now, Mother , "  said Je sus calmly . 
" Well , he does ! "  she yelle d .  
J e s us l e ft h e r  t o  unrile herself 
and turned to his s isters . "Look , 
how many times do I have to tell you? 
I told Matthew and Mark on numerous 
o c c as ions what your names were . "  
"So you say , " s aid Ann . 
" And your names were right there in 
my obituary , too . Can I help it i f  
• they cho s e  not t o  u s e  them? " 
"You coul d  always z ap them into the 
S c ripture s ,  big brother � " 
"El i z abeth , you know that ' s  not my 
s tyle . Listen , �y dear si s ters , I ' m 
so rry your names aren ' t  in there . I 
apo?--ogi ze . But it ' s  no t my faul t ! " 
" I ' m  getting reai s i ck of that l ine , 
Jesus , "  Mary Grace told him. 
" No thing ' s  ever your faul t .  To hear 
you tell i t  we ' d  think you were born 
without s i n ! " 
The l aughter from the l iving room 
penetrated the atti c . God and Jos eph , 
both wearing party hats , were each 
s i tting on a big trunk . " Think it ' s  
safe to go down now? " asked Joseph . 
" I  wouldn ' t  chance it ye t , " G o d  . 
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answe red . · "Let ' s  have ano ther be er 
first , just to be on the safe s ide . " 
Back downstairs , Simon used the lull 
in th e fighting to return to his 
o riginal thought . " Well , Jesus , you 
gonna wipe those Post-Amerikan 
p eopl e out ? "  
Jesus looked a t  Mary , who glared her 
op inion at him . " I  gue s s  not ,  S imon . " 
"How about just one or two o f  them? " 
he persiste d .  " Jus t t o  show ' em who ' s  
bo s s . Be s i de s , I know how much fun it 
is to make a miracl e ,  especially on 
your birthday . " 
"S imon , I know that even better than 
you do . "  
"Sort o f  l ike a l i t tl e  present you give 
yoursel f , " S imon p re s s e d  on . 
"Yeah , "  Jesus s ighed , truly 
disappointed .  
" Oh , Jesus , "  s aid Mary in her sweetest 
vo i c e , "you c oul d still do a miracle 
without doing away with all thos e  
inno c ent people . "  
" That ' s  right , Mother ! "  Jesus said with 
exc itement . " I  c oul d ,  couldn ' t  I ? "  
"Of c ourse you coul d .  tou can do any­
thing you want to do . "  
" Oh wow !  There are so many choices 
i t ' s  overwhelming . "  
�' Ye s , it must be , "  said Mary , 
Jesus glanc ed at- his mother .  " I  
think I c ould use some help , " h e  told 
her . " Do  you have any ideas , Mo ther? " 
Mary smil e d  slyly . "Well , since you 
ask , dear , ye s ,  I do . I think it would 
be nice if you got that Mr. Carter to 
l e t  l i ttle Patty Hearst out of j ail . "  
" That really would be a miracl e , "  said 
Jesus . 
" But i t ' s  no t nearly as exciting as 500 
people be ing s truck dead , " S imon 
c omplaine d .  
" That ' s  true , dear , " h i s  mother told 
him .  " But it would be such a nice 
miracle . And l e t ' s  be prac tic� for 
a moment . My miracle would make world­
wide headlines , whereas the Post­
Amerikan miracle would be lucky to 
reach the Journal-S tar . " 
" That do e s  have to be c onsidered , "  
said Jesus . " And j ail is such an 
awful plac e . It woul d be good to s e e  
someone g o  fre e .  And i f  there ' s  
anyone who knows how bad j ail c an be , 
it ' s  me . "  
Joseph Jr . sighed . "Here we go again 
with the ' poor l ittle me in prison ' 
story . " 
"Put a lid on it ! "  Mary h i s s e d  through 
clenched teeth . She turned to her 
eldest son . " Je sus , it woul d make 
your mother so happy . "  
Jesus smiled broadly . " I '  11 do it , 
Mo ther . "  
" That ' s  a good boy . " 
" Th ere ' s  only one thing , though . 
Thi s  is go ing to take some doing ,  and 
I ' m not sure I can get· the j o b  done 
today . " 
Post-Amerikan page 8 god continued FB wage " That ' s  all righ t ,  dear , " Mary told 
him .  . "You plant the idea in his head 
today , and if she ' s  free by February 
first I ' ll be satisfie d . " She turned 
to Mary Grace and whispere d ,  "And if 
he pulls th is one off, we ' re going to 
shoot for a woman president . "  
At that moment God and Joseph came 
into the room with party hats and 
no isemakers for all .  While Joseph 
passed them out , Jesus told his 
father of the miracle he was planning . 
God turned to Mary . " I  suppose this 
was your idea . " 
"It was . " 
"And if he pulls this one off what 
are you going to do , shoot for a 
woman president ? "  
Mary smiled.  " The way that man reads 
minds you ' d  swear he was God . " 
The room was again filled with 
laughter , and even Joseph managed 
to grin . 
"Judas , " said 
monitor .  And 
get the cake . 
party . " 
God , " turn off that 
Jesus , you and James go 
I t ' s  time for the 
Jesus and James went into the kit­
chen and carefully picked up the c ake 
that God had made . " There ' s  one 
thing that I don ' t  understand , "  said 
James .  "Mother is making this sound 
like such a great accomplishment . 
But it ' s  really not all that �ig a 
deal , is it? " 
"No , not really . " 
" Then I don ' t  understand why you ' re 
doing it , instead o f  doing something 
eally super . " 
"You know how it is sometimes , James , "  
esus told him as they entered the 
iving room . "You do things for 
our mother . " • 
-.-Dtlborah Wiatt 
�1 
nder round re s 
The FBI carried out a large scale campaign of 
intelligence-gathering and disruption against the 
alternative and underground press as a part of its 
COINTELPRO operations, according to an article 
in Alternative Media by investigative reporter 
Chip Berlet. 
Documents detailing the FBl's illegal counter­
intelligence program, which ran from 1956 until 
1971 , were released through a Freedom of 
Information Act lawsuit. The FBI activities 
outlined in the documents include: the coercion 
of printers to cease publishing underground 
papers, surveillance of alternative journalists, 
attempts to cause or aggravate internal 
differences in alternative press groups, 
instigation of IRS audits, and use of the postal 
system for harassment. 
The documents also indicate that the FBI main­
tained a clip file of underground publications and 
sent clips to commercial newspaper reporters for 
use as background information, and to parents 
and school officials to encourage them to take 
action against activists. 
Berlet describes some of the FBI plotting as being 
just plain "zany. •r The FBI office in Newark, 
N. J. once suggested spraying alternative news­
papers with a chemical stench, says Berlet, who 
quotes a memo dated 6/30/70. The memo 
reads, "A very small amount of this chemical 
disburses a most offensive odor and its potency 
is· such that a large amount of papers could be so 
treated in a matter of seconds. It could be 
prepared by the FBI laboratory for use in an 
aerosol dispenser. "  
Other memos reveal that· the San Antonio FBI 
office took credit for coercing a printer into 
refusing to continue publishing The Rag in Austin 
Texas. In New York, the FBI contacted the 
shipper who transported bulk copies of the Black 
Panther newspaper into the city and talked the 
firm into raising its rates to the highest legal 
fee. "This counterintelligence endeavor . . •  will 
definitely have an adverse effect on the amount 
of incendiary propaganda being published by the 
BPP. The group suffers from a constant 
shortage of funds, " said the memo. 
A Milwaukee, Wisconsin high school banned the 
distribution of underground papers after copies of 
one local paper, with certain passages and 
pictures underlined in red pencil, were 
anonymously mailed to the school principal by 
the local FBI. 
Fabricating letters and leaflets was another 
Cointelpro tactic aimed at creating disunity among 
leftist groups and publications. In 1968 , 
Liberation News Service experienced a staff 
split and J. Edgar Hoover used the occasion to 
suggest an operation against the news service. 
Berlet reports that the New York office invented 
a letter titled "And Who Got the Cookie Jar ?" 
which criticized LNS staffers who left New York 
for a farm in Massachusetts. The letter, 
signed "a former staffer, "  was circulated among 
various progressive groups and alternative 
ne\Vspapers. When the tactic failed, the FBI 
c•>ntacted the IRS, which began auditing LNS for 
tax violations. 
Besides spending hundreds of hours surveilling 
and investigating staff and freelance writers for 
underground papers, the FBI at times went after 
reailers. Says Berlet, "The Yipster Times file 
shows the FBI obtained its mailing list and 
harassed subscribers through interviews and 
heavy-handed investigations. "  Some papers were 
plagued by postal authoritie� apparently 
cooperating with the FBI, says Berlet. e 
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Taking investigative jourl1-
atism a few steps farther 
than usuai-.cPost..:. Anierikar 
reporters sifted through 
mounds of garbage- -dribbl 
pop cans , soggy ashes and 
cigarette butts , junk food · 
wrappers, greasy paper 
plates ,  Used gum, partly.:. 
chewed chocolate , decom­
posing chicken pieces , arid 
more--to find memos, 
phone messages, lists of 
cases · and investigative 
targets, surv'eillance re­
ports , license numbers , 
agents'  names, marijuana, 
old copies of the Post, 
narrative reports of und�r­
cover buys, and even some 
letters stamred 
''Confidential. '· ' 
Dirt 
RIGHT : Post-Ameri!.rnn · 
staff member uses a film 
editor to read a carbon 
ribbon found in MEG's 
ga;-bage. SincB each spot 
on a carbon dbbon is 
typed on only once, the 
ribbon is a permanert 
record of everything ;that 
was written on the · 
machine. When Untangled, 
MEG's carbon ribbon 
filled eight movie reels , 
· and clued the Post 'in to 
everything typed on one . 
of MEG1s typewriters 
between late :Nov � and 
early Jan. 
Post-Amerikan 










Trying once mpre to dig up �he real 
nitty-gritty dirt on MEG , the Po st­
Amerikan raided .the dumpste;r- outside 
the narc s '  office building in Jan­
uary . we scored three huge : plastic 
sacks O·f the s e cret pol ice ' s garbage • .  
You have to be crazy anyway to go . 
around sticking cameras in MEG agents ' 
fac e s ; you don ' t  have to be that 
muc.h crazier to go poking around in 
their garbage . 
And tl_le garbage was real interes ting . 
Besides mounds of real bona fide 
garbage--cigarette butts ·· and pepsi 
cans , orange peels and apple cores , 
sl oppy remains o f , half- eaten snacks 
�**�N4CC************** 
This . is the first of �6 pages of 
::itories and photos about MEG in 
this issue of the Post-Ainerikan. 
******'* **�*********** 
t-
and junk foo d cups . and wrappers of 
every im�ginable ( and unimaginable ) 
variety--w� found copies of the Post- · 
Amerikan , mari juana·, a used carbon ··· 
ribbon ,  and documents . Lots of . docu­
ments . 
S ome were torn up in littl e  'tiny 
pie c e s . S o:ine _were torn up in bigger 
pie c e s . Some were just cruml"le d ,  
and s ome wer� . completely unmoleste d .  
S ome were s till soggy from being 
soake d in who �knows -what combination· 
of sticky smelly fluids leaking from 
the ash-fill�d cups and cans . 
The paper's were a cros s :..se ctipn o f  
all o f  MEG ' s  paperwork ; some were even 
stampe d  " confidential . n we. had 
le tters , inter- o ffice memos , super­
visors ' instructions to agents , phone 
me ssages , mas ter case l ists , lots 
and lots .o f agents ' ' reports , work­
she e ts , pages from a l e dger book , 
surve illance note s , license plate 
numbers , desk blotters covered with 
scribble d no t e s ; and l o ts more . 
And we had a whole crew of crazy 
hippies , zo oming around at. all hours 
of the day a,nd night with tape �d 
j agged piece.s o f  paper , as sembling 
the biggest j igsaw puz zle we ' ve ever 
·se·en .  
One crazo wanted t o  make plaster 
casts o f  the apple core s , saying we 
could match up the tooth marks with 
narcs ' dental records ; · But we just 
threw .the apples away . 
After · reading one small paper which 
was 6nce ( apparently ) clipped to a 
· whole sheaf o f  reports , we gloated 
contemptuously . : It said " To 
Shredde r ,  " but it never made it . 
MEG spent $JOO several years ago for 
three shredding machines ,  and they 
hadn ' t  even .used ' them! 
' we g:j_oated obsc enely when . we found 
This st6ry continues on next pa�e .  
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- Man busted fo.r gun 
that MEG delivered 
When MEG .bust e d  East Peoria resident 
Jeff Butler for possession of a sawed;­
off shotgun . in early January , it was a 
clear-cut. sas!') of entrapment • . 
Informer Dennis Richardson del ivered 
the illegal weapon to jeff Butler .the 
night before • 
A MEG agetit drove informer Richardson 
to .· Butler ' s  house to del iver the 
s�wed•o ff .. shotgun on Jan . 2 .  
S ince. the ·MEG agent watched Richardson 
de1iver th!'l illegal weapon , the agent · 
had plenty o f  evidence that Jeff 
Butler was in possession of the gun .  
On the1 bas i s  o f  that evidence , . MEG 
o btairted a search warrant , c ame .back 
to
.
But;Ler ' s ,house on 'January J ,  found 
the gun, and arrested him for 
possessing it . 
* ·  * * * * ' * 
When MEG ' s funi l,ng . came from the· 
Illin0is Law Enforcement · commission 
( ILEC ) ,  charges that MEG resorted to 
entrapment led to an investigation and . 
a long report by ILEC ' s  e:Jcecutive 
c9mmittee . 
According to Illinois case law, the 
1976 ILEC report said., ,''entrapment . 
·per � occurs .when an 'ind1.vidual is 
. furnished drugs by a g()vernment ag�nt 
or informant . and then prosecµted for 
'either the po ssession or: delivery of 
the contraband:. " · · · ' 
* • *  · .. * 
Tazewell County State ' s  At.torney Bruce 
· Black· won ' t  -discuss ·. specific. pending 
cases , ·  so I. ·related. tbe circumstances 
of ·Jeff . Butl:el?:.' s sawed-off shotgun • 
bust in general terms . 
i l:.al,'ge amounts of 
gin and toni'c . '(left 
centerh · c'Offee • .. 
(center: fop), · .and 
beer ·· (n:ot . stiown) : · ·· 
were' consumed 
in the' process qf 
piecing together 
�11 t�e�� s9rjl�� , .. 
and encoding the. 
i��rm�ti2�<>� ., . . <• 
file cards. :. . 
(c�nter)' .  ready/• 
for the keypuncher . 
to put in the : · 
computer (not 
Sb()WI),)� . , 
Black agreed that it was entrapment ,  
and added firmly , "S ince I ' ve been in 
this office our policy is that we 
wouldn ' t  prosecute such cases . "  
That ' s  when I informed the S tate ' s  
Attorney that his office was indeed 
prosecuting such a case . 
BJ,ack paused . I think he may· have 
been surprised . 
"I find that interesting , "  the 
prosecutor said slowly . ·. " And that ' s  
all I can tell you right now . " 
I ·· told, Black ' that MEG didn ' t  e.ven 
seem aware that its tactics were 
considered. improper . In MEG '� 
request for a search warrant�-a 
public document--MEG admits 
accompanying the informer to deliver. 
the illegal weapon . 
But the reque st also implies that the 
shotgim was re.ally Butler ':s all along , 
and that MEG §1.Ccompanied the informer 
to return the illegal gun . Did this · 
factor , I asked .Black , somehow 
neutrali ze the ques'tion of entrapment , 
· making MEG • s conduct. merely sleazy 
instead o f  actually illegal? ·· 
" I ' m  not familiar with the details , " 
the Tazewell County pro s ecutor said. 
He plan:h�d to get fami'1 iar soon • .  
* * * * ·· . * .. . * 
Jeff'· Butler has kriovin · Dennis Ricnardsoh 
s.i:hce they were in early grade �schoo l .  
They work the ' same shift at the same 
Caterpillar plant . Unt.il · Richardson 
set Butler up , they drove to work 









D .  R i.chardson: Snitch 
The snitch pfetured here is Dennis 
Richardson, 207 White Oak, Oak LBwn 
Trailer Court, .. Morton. His phone is 
264-0132 . . . Richardson drives a green 
4-door Chev.rolet and an orange 1977 
4.,-wheel-drive Chevy truck. He works 





Story continued from p�eceeding :page · 
' . . . .. the . used carbon -ribbon.  Any spy 
w:orth their fake I. D .  would know ,its. 
V�\,\e •i : '/}PY bus_£;ness yvqv;r?:i,�d, .  a:t)o�t .'f·, . 
industri� espionage se_e·s1 �thei.�; · , .;, 
carbon. ribboni:( as a po tential. leaje· . :  
o f  information . Every covert organ­
ization ( except MEG , apparently )  
· knows not to leave their used ribbo.ns intact for .any mad garbage -rummager 
.who llappens to come along . 
··· hnllke' the older in:ked :ra%ric · rlBfons , 
carbon ribbons are typed on only once 
in any given spot . They are extremely ' 
thin and. very long , so they 18.st 
quite a whi.le . But when: it winds up 
onto the . typewriter ' s  tall;e-up spo9l , · 
the ribbon is· used up . ·· 
S ince each spot has been . typed on 
only once ; each letter typed l eaves 
a perfectly dlear impression . You 
can go' back and read a used carbon 
ribbon, and know everything that ' was · 
typed on that typewriter . 
From MEG.' s  ri bbon , we know �ver·ything 
that was : typed on one b f  MEG ' s · 
machines during a full ·two-month · 
perio d .  
The .dpqpn w.as �l)_ twisted and . man-, •.. 
gied . 1n the garbage , but 'we . tenderly 
unwound it and rol;I.ed it onto eight 
empty movie film reels. To .read the 
ribbon , we slapped a reel onto a film . 
editor , threaded the end onto the 
: take-up . spool , and turned the cr,ank . 
We took. turns reading each reel ' s  
· conte;n'.t s into a tape recorder , f'il·led 
ul) hou:tl.� of tape , and. t.h.en started! 
typing up the trans.cripts� ·· . · - , .• - .<•-. , . 
Putt{fig a.ii the informati&11 togeth e� •: ' 
we l:esirned the iden:ti;ties of MEG. ' s  . . • .. · 
newest' ag�nts and some :of their in- .. 
forme;x;a ,· 'where they ' ve ;been operai;ing , 
·and tne .. :names of peo�le who . are . tar.:. 
gets- 0f . curtent MEG 1nvestiga1;;];ons • •  
And mot-� : . :: �· ·· ·· 
To . all thoS�· uptight folks who ':Ve 
s�id . Jill along that the Post-Amerikan 
pr:iii:t':t trash , ·well. , .it. looks like 
yo\x ' re right . .And we aren ' t  even 
ash?med of it . In the following. 
pages , we take investigative j ourti­
alj_sm to bold new extrem�s, . and · 
' p�oudly p:resent-.::MEG 0 s  GARBAGE! ! 1. • 
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Pot · seeds • 1 n  MEG's garbage 
MEG , the P e oria-base d  enforc er of the 
marijuana l aws , throws away cracked 
pot seeds . 
No s tems ; no leaves , no whole s e e ds 
---jus t mari juana seeds- that have been 
broken in half. 
The Po st-:-Amerikan found a sizeable 
quantity of the s e  cracked mari juana 
seeds- -mf,iybe a h8.lf cupful--:in the · 
MEG ga,rbage . · · · · 
And there •·s no legal wa:y for ' that 
pot t9 be there . 
If the seeds are £rom mari j uana 
purchas ed for . a bust , ) :;hen MEG is 
supposed to keep the bags o;f dope 
sealed and lo cked ins ide the · · 
evidence Safe . 
I f a mari j uana case is dismissed or 
clo s e d ,  !V)EG is supp o s e d  to de.stroy 
the evidence ,  And that pro bably 
doesn ' t  .mean simply throwing the 
pot in the garbage , espec ially only 
the seeds . 
If the seeds came from lVIEG • s .evidence 
safe , then what happene d to the 
rest of the dope ? 
MEG agent:;i · o ften report>tha.:t they 
simulated- smoking Iriari j u�a wh.1-le 
out trying to s e t  up busts . The 
idea is that pot i s . so evil , s o  
awful that no go od person would ever 
smoke it , but truE;i:..brave-and l oyal 
narcs pretend to-..:in order to win 
tf1.e . confidence o f  the dep1raved degen­
erates 'who ' like'. to . smoke pot . 
'.lflaybe the narcs ne ed to p;r.:actice • 
''simulating" smoking· in the office 
before- venturing into Central 
Illino is ' dope dens � 
· MEG agents and informers have been 
known to actually - pass out ·drugs ( or 
whai;· they: .Pretenqed were drugs }..:...i as 
-well as take t�em · th.ems el ve s--s.o ,they 
can get friendly with o ther people 
' . who use drugs . Perhaps they ' ve now 
These· s e e ds � which -loolt -amaz ingly l ike mari juana: seeds , were f'ound. in . 
MEG � s  garbage . . Each s e e d  was mysteriously cracke d ,  a sure sign that 
MEG ' s  been up to ' something.:J>erverte d .  The plastic sac'ks showrf here . 
were also ·in MEG ' s  garbage , i:ind they contained a green leafy substance · 
s tuck around the edge s . Whatever do you supp 9 se �t was? ' . ' - . � 
· started. rolling their· j oJ.nts a't ·the 
MEG office before go ing ' out · to work . 
. . 
. oi· maybe the undercover narcs l ike to 
get high . ·  jus t like any'Cme else , · and 
-have a s afe chock . full of tas ty w:eed 
to rip o'ff for a quick .s.moke during 
cof.fee breaks . 
But none of this explains why each and 
every one, of _the seeds was cracked in 
half . 
Do e s  MEG have s ome kind of fancy mach­
ine built by the CIA that cracks pot 
se e.ds as .it cl�.ans the grass� If 1:10 , 
·-� 
what happens .to_. the 'stems? Ar�e .  t��y 
sent to . Washington? 
or maybe Jerry La.Grow has .a habit , a 
bad habit •. . 
He crouches on top ·of hls desk all day 
cracking pot seeds with his front 
teeth , l ike a squirrel opening . 
peanuts . He ' s  up to a: lid a day and 
he. gets mean when he do esn'.t get his 
s e eds-�he refuses to s.ign expenj:le 
accounts. • ,  
Is that the real - reason why MEG sticks 
to the little pot buys? e 
LaGrow apologiZeS (privatelJ) . for 8"gents 
MEG Director Jerry LaGrow was 
forced to · apologiz e  for his agents ' 
, conduct . at a federally sponsored 
· • training course in Springfield last 
November , a letter dated . Nov . JO 
reveals . 
The lette+ ,_ s igned by LaGro'I'{ , is 
addre ssed to a hieutenant Enteman . 
an official at the Department of 
Law Enforcement ' s  training academy . 
" I  have been advised- that there was 
a certain amount of misconduct on the· 
part of MEG agents · that attended the 
survival course pre sented by the 
Drug Enforcement Administration at 
you� Academy in November , '' the 
le·tter begins • 
' The DEA survival course lasted from Nov.  20 through Nov . 22, according to 
another Iil'emo . f.ound in M:EG • s  garbage . 
Agents who ·were supposed to attend 
included,.1 Mike White , Don Meyer, P au] 
Brerutinan , George Pi:hkriey ,  Mark 
Williams , Robert Lickfss ,  Joni 
Do oley., and Bill Muir. 
LaGrow • s  letter continued : HAfter . 
que stioning the agents who attended ,  
I.have found. that at least one of the 
incidents of misconduct was on the 
part of the p eople that I s ent . You 
. •  
have my assur?Jlce that I will deal 
with this officer and if there is 
any damage we will take full respons"­
i bili ty for it � "  
LaGrow concluded by saying he was 
"extremely embarrassed" and offered . 
his .. s incere apoJ;ogies . " · · 
The Post�Amerikan wai;; unable to find 
out just what . the MEG agents did 
that embarrassed LaGrow so much . It 
mtist have ' been pretty shocking , 
because LaGrow . has generally defende d 
;..-not apologized. for--his agent s , even· 
in the fape of publ ic revelations of 
their most .pQsitively outrageous 
. unethical- _cori(juc:�,  e 
The· �tiest · of hand and mind 
combined . in . beaUtifal· 
i,.Ports and Ameri�atft gifts 
··wE· � HAVE · SOMETll�ING 
./JUST . ·RIGHT FOR YOU 
•BOXES •FETI SHES •WOOLS •ST£KS •ENAMELS •.NIELLO •BELLS •BELTS 
•ORNAMENTS •LEATHER •MACRAMB �BEADS •AMBER . •Gf;MSTONES 
So Rain it ·to48Y •JEWEL�Y TOOLS •JEWELRY SUPPL IES 
10-5:30 Mon-Se t 12 :00 .... 4:00 S u n  
101 Broadway Mau Normal, tit. 61761 
(Acro_ss frOf1l th� pul;>lic. library) oh. 309LA52:-2924 
� . ..... ................................................................ � ................................................................. 11!1111 ... .... 
! .
. ? ?.? ? ? ? ? ? ?  . _, , _,· " � • • • '• • -!· •·,,- • • ... : • . I 
"This \inidentified womap. accompanied agent Mike 
White and sni.tch Rick Thoennes as they tried to 
buy pot Feb'. 1 (see story on opposite page): 
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MEG clutch,es ,, . " . . -- ' ·, ·- . ' " ·. ·- .,,-. .  
alt.> seCUrity 
MEG ii,gehtfs .·. begal'.l inst.Huti!lg se c;;urity 
precautions immediately after agent 
Mike White and hi� unidentifie d �ol­
le ague got their picture s taken F�b . 
l ·  . . 
Agents entering and leaving MEG ' s  
secret office at 600. Abingdon in 
Peoria 'began Wearing ski masks to hide 
their faces . · . .  
One .female . agent trie d s omething 
different . She avo i de d re co gnition 
as a MEG agent by pulling h.er scarf 
up over . her lower face and her . . 
floppy felt hat down
.
o ver her eye s . 
An�the r agent was s e eri with a f'urry 
tube hoo d  pulled enttrely o�er his 
face . 
· · 
Oh Feb\'.: 6 ;  <�ith t.l:J.e sun shining 
brightly and s ome of the snow even 
melting , the agents were still wear­ing the masks and · hoo.ds , diligently 
preserving th.eir cove+ . 
The Po st-Amerikan would like to thank 
J.erry LaGrow for ins ti tu ting this new 
dres s  c o de . Now members of Post 
counter-surve illance te'ams 'have no 
difficulty dis tinguishing the MEG 
ag�nts .from the workers who are 
employed in other. offices in the 
building • .  
The ski mask maneuver i s  n o t  new . 
MEG agent Ford Conley used 'to wear 
one while entering and leaving the 
McLean County Courthouse . A pho to 
of his strange attire cafl be s e en 
on this page .• 
Former age nt Conley 
can't stay . away 
Now a P�oria . County sheriff ' s  deputy , 
former lVIEG agent Ford Conley jus.t 
can ' t  keep his mind off how much fun 
it was to·  play undercover superspy· . 
A note found in MEG 0 s  garbp.ge · shows 
that C onley s tiJ,.l thinks . fondly of hfa . 
colleagues in . the MEG unit . Addre ssed 
to l)llike White ( a  MEG agent on 'ass ign­
ment from the Pe oria Sheriff ' s . Dept . ) ,  
the note says : '.'Mike i I .  was going 
to throw· this away . but thought you or 
s ome of' the other agents might be, 
. able,· to use i t  a s  a prop . 11 "'• 
· 
Picture d here :i.s Conley wearing s ome 
of his · ''props 11 as he l.eft the McLean 
County ·, courth ouse 13.everal ye ars . ago � 
To avo.id Post ,... Azherikan ph-0 tographers , 
Conley w-ore .a· s*i; mask ari.d motorcycle 
helme t .  . Regulars . in . downtown . .. · Blo omington became accustomed to see­
ing · this .. cleverly dress e d. undercover 
agent skillful],y. hiding his identi ty 
as he walked to . and from court · 
appearanc e s . ·  
A real undercover enthus iast ; Conley 
s tarted as a MEG informer . After · 
s e tting up hi s own roommate and his 
girlfriend , Conley ;I.anded a job as a 
· full -time . MEG agent . 
Conley was almo st prose cuted for som� 
of his " inve s tigative te chnique s , '' 
which include d giving away red 
capsul e s  .and hinting that they were . 
. s e conal . · · A McLean County pro se cutor 
almo st charge d the agent with unlaw-
ful delivery Qf a . sub.s tance .· , . .. .. . 
represent-ed to ' be ' a · controlled sub­
stance , which is a felony ; When 
Conley buste d . his girlfriend , he 
ac tually del ivered amphetamines to her . 
Cha�ge s agaj..nst her were droppe d ,. and 
Conley himself narrowly escaped 
pro s e cution . · 
An inv'e stigation into charges of lVJEG 
mis conduct in l975 q;nd 1976 led to a ·  
report by the Illino is Law Enforc e - . 
ment Commission ' s  Executive Committee 
which just about demande d Ford 
Conley 9 s  re s i gnat i on as a MEG . agent . 
Downs.· Import 
. .  ·A· .. t ·s· ·  . 
_Though ·· MEG was forced to let go ihe · · 
man Jerry LaGrow called . "one of my 
bes t  agents , " .Ford . Conley soon was 
hired by the Peoria County S]1eri:{f , 
who sits on the MEG board of 
directors . •  
· 
.. . · . . ·.
·
· .. . ·· · .
· 
.. u o . . erv-1ce 
tf'a� · tif!.. f9rf!i91l ca� 




To avoid Post-Amerikan photographers, 
MEG agent Conley used to don a ski 
mask and motorcycle helmet to and from 
court appearances . In early Feb. , 
paranoid MEG agents began doing . the 
sanre attheil' off fee in Peoria: . -
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I nf or.m e r  n ea rly l eft behi 11cd 
Cameras · flash, 
agents . skedaddle 
Post•Amerikan reporters and pho to­
graphers got a !'are treat Fe b .  
1--an opportunity for on-the-scene < 
C?verage of MEG agents right in the 
mi dst· of an ·attempted undercover drqg 
purchase . 
The news-hungry Post staffers caught 
MEG agent Mike White , an unidentified 
f.emale agent , and · MEG informer Rick 
Thoennes as the trio trie d  to buy 
mari juana at a Bloomington apartment . 
Though the tenant had no intention o f  
selling . any .mari juana , he made an 
appointment with the narcs.. Before 
the appointed hour , he invited the 
Post-Amerikan people , c orrectly 
gue ssing that we ' d  be e ager for an 
interview .and candid shots of MEG 
agents · at . work . 
Showing the poor s o c ial grace s  you 
would expect of such sl eazy charac-­
ters , the narcs pulle d  into the drive­
way an hour and a half late . 
Both Agent White and stool J1igeon 
Thoennes emerged from White ' s  car 
carrying open cans of beer . Pre­
paring for the expected interview ,  
I made a note · to ask White about 
MEG ' s  policy on . illegal transpor.,.. 
tatiori of. liquor and other laws narc s 
break · to enforce the law .  
Bu t  the interview didn ' t last .long 
enough to get .an answer to the 
question . • .  · __ , 
'!'he interview -aidn ' t' l_ast long at 
.all . 
one . :p:i encUy Pos_t photographer 
. of'fered a gre eting o f'  "Hi " and began 
snapping a few . preliminary photos , 
. the rude MEG agents headed for the 
doo r .  
· · 
- Agent White ' s  only comment was "God 
dammit "  as he headed briskly for the 
door with one hand over his face and 
the other s ti ffly clutching his can -
of' Miller ' s .  -
Covering her fa,ce more effe�tively , 
the woman agent followed quickly 
behind White . She . aske d ,  "What . is 
this?," but didn ' t  wait for a reply . 
Still showing tho s e  poor social 
grac e s , the narcs didn ' t even have 
the courte.sy to wait i'or thei: . · 
confidential source , who was in the 
bathroom when the action started . 
Tho enne.s started out from the bath­
room , got his pic ture taken , and 
ran back insi de like a frightened rat . 
By the time he re-emerged ,  his friends 
the narcs were .already outside . 
They weren ' t  exactly waiting for him 
in the car ,  e ither . Agent White was 
· in such a hurry to split that he kept 
hitti�g . the ga� too . hard 9 leaving the car pitifully immobile , its tires 
spinning frantically in the sno� . 
_ The narcs ' car was finally moving 
when Thoenne s caught up with it but 
thi; narcs .  wi;>uldn ' t ' stop to let the 
snitch get in .. Thoennes ran alongside 
' the narcs I car . and ju.rop e d  on � That was our last si·ght of the MEG informer 
--sitting on the hoo d  of the fle eing 
car , still clutching his can of 
Miller ' s .  e -- - • , 
Rick T hoennes, s nitch 
MEG's Confidential Source #219, Richard 
Thoennes, lives at 407 N. Catherine in 
Bloomington. Recor.ds found in MEG's 
garbage indicate that Thoennes. set up at 
least seven McLean County people for sales 
to MEG agent Mike White. -
Thoennes received $60 ($30 ,ea�h) for two of those 
set-ups on Dec. 6,  according to a page fro:nl· 
MEG's "OAF Disbursement Jourri�L " (OAF 
stands for Official Advanced Funds, which is 
MEG's "buy money" for drugs and information. )  
� ' ' 
. 
1 few . days after this phofo was . taken Thoennes 
left a �essage on the Post:..Amerikan's .answering 
machine. He belligerently threatened to sue if .  
hfs photo appeared i n  the Post. 
· .  MEca· $�ci•I Ageqt'i'MiCffael R . .. White 
• r \ ) - ' / ', ' • ,. ' ', r ' • ' _ 
. - � ' ,, -· 
Until he a�lowed himself to be 'Photo ­
graphed , Michael R. White was a 
risii;ig star in MEG . After only a·  few 
months , MEG Direc.tor taGrow wrote · . 
these words o f'  praise to White ' s  
superior in the Peoria Sheriff ' s  
Dept : 
'.' D�puty Whi,f;e has wqz:ked dil igently·  
in .the . MEG unit , . putting forth · 
extreme e i'fort in _;kearning the 
undercover methods of. the· unit , 
�epU:ty White has been very effective 
in. the undercover operat1ons he has 
initiate d ,  an d  . I find ,him bright , 
enthus iastic: and loyal . "  
'White • s allege d qual ity of lgyaity . .  
· '.wasn ' t  comin� through partiecul:ai:-1�:: :; 
strong the m.ght he almo s t :  ditched 
informer Riohard Thoennes (see · 
ad j o ining st-ory ) ,  but then pol ice 
()ften J:ave almo st as muc.h conternpt 
for snitches as de qent peoplE! do -. 
.LaGrow • s  letter to White ' s  superior 
continued its praise : "I feel that 
- given tim.e ·. and experience in tne · 
MEG 1;Ulit or in the Peoria County 
Sheriff 1 s  .Department , that Deputy 
White is definitely supervisory 
material . "  · 
On January; i5; 1979 , LaGrow made a :·i •- , 
supervisor out of his supervisory 
material . White became a "team · 
leader , "  replac ing former agent Mark 
Will iams • .· . 
MEG- agents claim that Po�t-Amerikan 
photographs endanger th.eir _lives . 
- But if there really is any danger ,  
the agents bring i t  on:to ' th·emsel ves 
by continuing to attempt undercover 
· work after their photographs have been 
taken . 
Now that Mike White ' s  photograph has 
been publishe d ,  the "team leader" will 
hopefully end his brief but bright 
c_areer as undercover agent . • 
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FBI ' to examine MEG's 
frame-u p try 
The inve stigation o f  MEG ' s  attempted 
frame �up o f  Gale sburg . Free Vo i c e  pub-­
lisher Mike Richardson has been 
turned over tu the FBI , according to 
a letter Richardson re c-e ive d from the 
pepartment of Law Enforcement (DLE ) • 
For s ix months ,  the DLE ' s  profess ion­
al standards. division has been inve st­
igating Richards on ' s  charges that MEG . 
Director Jerry LaGrow o ffere d t o  
"sit on" f'ive threatened MEG pro ­
secutions if Richards on would quit 
printing narc pho tos in the Gales� 
· burg Free Vo ice . Richardson als o  
charged that the five drug sales ne�er 
happened , and that any police reports -
. about them were lies . 
· In Octobe r ,  Richardson successf'ully 
- passed two l i e  detecto:; tests . The .. 
. first bore out his claim that he never 
' delivered any substance at all to MEG 
Confidential Source James Nelson , 
as alleged 'Qy MEG . The s e c ond p oly-
. graph tes t . backed up Ricnardson ' s . 
. 
version of' the phone cal_l he re c e ive d 
•.- front MEG Dire c tor LaGrbw on May JO , 
.. · 1978 1 the call where LaGrow attempted 
-_ to stop _the narc photos in exchange 
·.·. for " s itting on" the drug charge s .  
· Knox County pro s e cuto r  Carl Hawkins on 
refused to take MEG ' s  c as e s  against 
Richardson to the grand jury . Since 
the alleged deliveries were to an 
informer ,  not an agent , and s ince the 
· MEG agent involved waited outside in . 
a car and didn ' t claim to witness the 
actual delivery, almost the entire . 
case would have res'ted on the word of 
Con.f.idential S ou:r;-ce Jame s Nel s on .  
· When LaGrow o ffered t o  " sit on"- the 
five cases against Richardson , it 
· ·was probably · only after he knew they 
would never be prosecuted anyway. 
When R�chardsbn took h i s  first poly­
graph Oct . 6, informer Jame s Nelson 
was also s che dul ed-for a l i e  detector 
t e s t . :fie never showed up , and 
authorities haven ' t  been able to 
locate �im since . 
"Our pres ent inp.bility to locate - an 
e s s ential . .witne s s . coupl ed with the 
absence of legally admis s able corro ­
boration of your complaint has cause.d 
me "t;o r.efe r  your compl aint to the / 
FBI with a reque st to inves tigate , " 
the DLE ' s  letter to Richardson sai d .  
That nieans they can ' t  find i,n.:former 
Nels on , · and that Richarson ' s pol.ygraph 
isn ' t- �dmissible in court anyway . 
Jerry LaGrow was asked to take a 
po1ygraph , which he apparently re­
fused to do . _ And apparently he got 
away with that re fusal . 
II- -
· Nelson• s disappearance is a violation 
o f  his probation . (He pled guilty to . 
forgery pee .  29 , 1977 , and began work 
as a MEG 'informer almost immediately 
there after . )  
All five o f  the aliegeil deliveries to 
Nel s on were " turkey " sal es--that is , 
rione_ of the �ubstance� _ turned out to 
actually be illegal . 
Informer Nelson . was apparently turning 
in bogµs . drugs to his supervising 
MEG agent and claiming that he had 
bought them from Mike Richardson. 
And Nels on must have been pocketing 
the mc;>l'ley .MEG was supplying for thes e  
purchase� . · 
It ' s  not clear whe ther Nelson was 
duping 'MEG ,- or whether, the supervising 
MEG agent ( or even LaGrow himself) was '- - -
a party to the .attempte d frame -up o f  
Richardson . 
MEG higher..:up s _would obviously love 
to have a drug case against. a 
critic as outspoken as . Mike Richards on . 
In 197.5 ; he began covering Galesburg­
area MEG stories for the Post-Anierikan . 
Since Richardson began publishing the 
Free Voice in 1976 , he has kept hall)Iller­
ing away at MEG , reprinting the Post­
Amerikan ' s  narc pnotos and even test­
ifying . in Springield against the MEG 
funding bill . · 
Ex-MEG informer -Micky Ye itz says a 
MEG . agent o ffered him $.500 to set up 
a drug buy from Po st-Amerik_�i....-1 staff 
member Mark S ilverstein .  
If MEG made a: similar o ffer about 
Free Vo ice publisher Richarc;l:son ( or 
even mention:ed how they ' d  l ike - to 
"ge t "  him ) , an informer would . have 
· plenty of incentive _ to l i e _and 
fabricate evidence . 
EVen if MEG higher-ups did not 
c onsc j.ously p articipate in tp.e frame '­
up , MEG must bear responsibility 
for building ' the atmosphere which 
encouraged their informer to try it • e  
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Was MEG after·. Post writer? 
I was listed as the apparent target 
of .a MEG investigation in the summer 
of 1978, according to a )-page l�st 
of cases found inMEG's garbage. 
The handwritten list--a:pparently.some 
sort of worksheet--was divided into 
four columns for e�ch case. Headings 
at the top of the columns read 
"case no.," "nl'l;Ilie," "drug," and 
"date . " • 
Most 'of the listings included a case 
number; a future MEG defendant's 
name, the name of the .. drug he or she allegedly sold, and.the date MEG 
maQ.e the purchase. 
My name appeared as the "suspe'ct" 
f'or MEG case 78T-002J4A. The date 
was ·Aug., 1, i 978. · But instead of MEG 
listing the name of a drug in the 
appropriate column,· "information" 
was list�d inste�d. , 
Appa:ently, MEG purchased infor­
mation about me o? Aug .  1. 
'!'he notation " (close) n is written 
above my name--hopefully meaning 
that MEG had already closed my "case" 
when the worksheet was prepare�. 
Over the last four years, I have 
,wri tt.en most of the Post-Amerikan • s 
articles about MEG. I've also. stuck 
cam�ras in.quite a few narcs' 
faces and have·. been a general all­
around pain in th� ass to the secret 
police. 
It's nGtthat surprising that MEG 
would, jump at the chance ta open.a 
case·against me. Ex-MEG informer 
Micky Yeitz Sl'l;Ys MEG agent Ford 
Conley offered.him $500 if he could 
arrange a drug purchase from me, 
. . 
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ABOVE: Post-Amerikan reporter Mark Silverstein is named in this list 
o� cases found in MEG's garbage. The case--based apparently on 
information purchased by MEG on August 1--is fortunately closed; at 
least ifwe can believe the notation above Silverstein's name. CWe blanked 
out the names of others on the list, for.reasons explained on page16.) 
But.arty MEG case against me would be 
a frame-up, a revenge-motivated 
reprisal for my work wi'th the Post.,. 
Amerika.p. I'm not a drug dealer and 
never will be • . 
· 
If' MEG.purchased information.about 
supposed illegal.activities'oil.i'hy 
part, then MEG wastedits.mc)ne'y ori 
false information (and. it wouldn''t .be' 
the :first time) • · · · · 
If; tvill;G bought· infotmai;ion a'bollt··�my . 
legal activities. then. the na];'c; squad 
h.as . taken·. a step or · twb bey·ori'd · the.· ..•. · ·· sc9pe of its "legi timajie" a:µtho.f±ty.;......, . 
· ··it0s taken a step i;oward beComing/ a · .  
true secret police <force, emplo;t;ing\' .: . 
ano·hymous informers to gather infor.,. 
mation about the lega.J. and legitimate 
political activities of dissenters. 
I intend to keep writing for the Post- � 
Amerikan, .and :i;: .suppqse MEG will. keep 
hoping to ·bust me�· As long, as MEG ;, 
"" stiCks fo the· J:aw;·1•ve got no pro;.; · 
· bleIJi· 
. · 
If· MEG ·wamts . to bust.. me for 
dope· dealing, . tl1,ey're go.i;ng to ,have . 
to ·frame me.e . ·  · 
·'t· 
--Mark Silverstein; 
page 16 Post-Amerikan 
Targets of current  
From piecing together documents found 
in MEG' s garbage, .the Post-Amerikan 
learned a lot about ongoing investi­
gations _in the -six-county ·area lVIEG 
operates in. Though these police 
reports reveal. th.e names of people 
who allegedly sold illegal. substances 
to MEG, many of these people have not 
yet been arrested . 
We are printing this information so 
folks .whose taverns, homes, and 
workplaces have beenin;filtrated by 
secret police. can make whatever 
decisions they need to make. 
Publication of this information will 
not stop anyon� ;from getting indicted. 
If MEG has enough evidence, suspects 
will be indicted whether they leave 
the. state or not. The arrest warrants. 
remain outstanding until the defendant 
is arrested. 
Some of the people listed here may 
never be charged, because so.me 
state's attorneys don't want to 
prosecute if the delivery was made 
to an informer instead of to an agent. 
Others won't prosecute as iong as no 
money changed hands. 
Typically, MEG waits four to ten 
months between an undercover buy ahd 
actual arrest • .  They have been known 
to wait as long as seventeen months. 
But publication of this information 
may hasten the arrest of the fo lks. 
lis te'd here. When agents 0 · covers 
get blown, MEG often just takes all 
those agents' pending cases to the 
grand jury immediately. 
When these folks are act-aally 
indicted and arrested,_ their full 
names will be appearing· in the daily 
papez,'s. But until then, we figured 
no one needs to have bosses and 
McLean County cases 
suspect's 
name 




sold, $$$ (Just as the Post-Amerikan was going to press, a grand 
jury indicted a batch of McLean County residents on MEG 
charges. As people were arrested, we removed their .. 
names from this .list. It's possible that all the people 
left on this list are already name.d in suppressed 
·indictments. More information on the.lVlcLean C0unty� 
grand jury is in an adjoining article.) 
MEG's 
suspect's case 
=.:n:.= a:::m;.;:;; e-'· ·----- · ·number 
'FNU "Hog" LNU 
Rosilund M---· 
Brian K• M--­
Jori B-.'."'· . 
78M 219 




sold, $$$ date 
speed 
speed 
agent & CS 
Williams 
Hollis & 



















78T 327 coke $47.5 
78T .329 . LSD 
" LSD 
" LSD 
agent & CS 
Williams 
11/14 White 
11/28. White, CS 























Hollis Warren County cases 








. PCP $20 




Terry Lo R,;,,, __ 
Steve P---' 
78W 330 ··gun 12/29 
Peoria County· cai·es . , 
B"temkman, 
cs 










·. _78K ·288 pot_ 
78K 293 pot 









(Some -0ases may have ;SJ.ready resulted in . arre sts . ) 
















Tazewell 'County cases 
, Greg LNU 78P 20.5 speed ·· 
Rodney F--: 78P 206 






ban ·LNU "Delevan Dan" 
Mike P--










78T 276 pot 














James S---� 78P 208 pot 
"Mark L--- ';'8P 21.5 -1 j o int 
Michael D. E-,- 78P 217 
Tim H---- 178P 222 






















Roundup begins in Bloomington 
. . . 
Armed with warrants from a brand new 
batch of suppressed il'.ldictments, 
. MEG began rounding up Bloomington 
residents FebL 1.5. 
As the Post-Amerikan goes to press, 
eight people have already been 
· nabbed, and more are being hunted. 
Undercover narcs escorted by club­
wielding uniformed police w·ere 
stalking tavern after tavern, 
strutting through the smoke-filled 
bars and scanning the faces of the 
crowds. Anxious customers wondered 
which of their friends the secret 
police would haul away. 
Instead· of waiting the usual 4 to 10 
months after an undercover buy, MEG 
rushed these cas.es to the grand 
jury. Some of the buys were only 
a couple months old;' one was only 
two weeks old. 
State's Attorney Ron Dozier 8.dmit-
. ted that MEG was in an unusual hurry ' 
.to get warrants, but wouldn't say 
why . When asked 1f he knew the 
reason for MEG's rush, the State's 
Attorney .told me, "Yes, I know the 
reason, and so do you." 
MEG apparently freaked out.after 
Post-Amerikan photo gra phers sur­
prised agent Mike White in the 
· middle of. what he l;loped would be 
an undercover marijuana buy Feb. 1 
(see separate story) . 
MEG itnuiediately increased security. 
at its Peoria office . Afraid that 
a Post photographer Gould be lurkj,hg 
behind any ·garbage can; MEG a�el'.ltS 
began covering their faces with 
h6ods and ski masks when entering 
and leaving their office building. 
When the.Post published photos o:f 
eleven agents last May, MEG . 
immediately withdrew its agents from 
all ongoing investigations in 
Bloomington and rushed to the grand 
jury with what cases they a:ll'.'.eady 
had. 
With this most .recent batch of 
indictments, MEG may once aga�in 
be retreating from the Bloomington 
area, winding up its .. . present cases. 
and ho ping to catch their victims 
before they are alerted and.split 

































 'MEG investigations 
Post-Amerikan page 17 
landlords reading their names as 
MEG-suspects in the Post. 
. -
So we haven't printed anyone's full 
name, but we u1:3ually included their 
last i!li tial. LNU (last name unknown ) 
means MEG didn • t know the suspect.' s 
last name when the· report we have was 
written. (But they usually .find out 
before it's time to go to the grand 
jury.) 
By printing only part of folks' name�, 
we tried to strike a· balance between 




that they are being investigated by 
the secret police. 'When possible, we. 
included other information that could 
help, like dates and dollar amounts 
of_the alleged transactions, the 
substances allegedly sold, ,and the 
name of the agent involved. Our 
information .is not.complet'e--an 
informer may be involved even though 
we haven't listed one. Some of the 
dates may be a few days off, 
We have put together at least some 
information on all but 12 of the 
132 1978 MEG cases numb.ered between 













































78P 245 po t $0 







S_oflr:!y,J.1-- & Mrs 78P.:: 250 , dilantin, • 














. 78P -250 - $60 
II II $80 
78P 251 coke $10 9/6 
78P 252 -
78P 253 barbs 








mesc $10 - 9/22 · 
speed 1 tab 9/22 
morphine 9/22 
mesc $60 10/19 

































. John L.. R--,­
Barb R:... .. _ 




















ON U.S. 51 
AIR CONDITIONED 
late June through the end of t he 
year. That leaves up to twelve 
targets of MEG investigation that we 
know nothing about. (Some of these 
12 maybe in Fulton, Knox, and 
Warren counties--which have very few 
cases listed here.) 
THE FOLLOWING IS NOT A COlVlPLETE LIST. 
Besides lacking information on up to 
twelve 1978-cases, there is nothing 
on cases begun.in 1979· Also, we 
have eliminated the �ames of people 
who we know have already been 
arresteci or warned about their im­




;/ . . 
substance 
sold, $$$ date .agent .&·cs 













78P 272 _pot $10 9/23 Brenkman, 
cs #211 
78P 273 heroin 9/21 Brenkman 
78P 278 mesc _ $40 10/13 Whit!'! 
-
78p 2l?l pot 10/18 Lickiss 
78P 284 pot; speed. 10/ Williams 















78P 298 LSD 11/14 Lickiss 
7�P -JOl. �t'" .fGP <:.:\i/'16 Lickiss. -
78P 303 pot 
?8P 304. speed 
11/17 Lickiss' 
·' ll/18 Lickfs,s 
. 12/11 · .Lj,cki:ss " .speed 
78P 305 PCP 11/18 ·Lickiss 
12/l _ Lickiss " mescaline 
78P 317 ' " 
,, 






mesc�in�.-, ,, l�/,29,. »Hollis, CS , 
,� -,: ,:, x:� ,.�_-, . . ,·: .,, . :;�, -r;_ ,_.,." >' 












- . 12/6 · Walley ' 
12/20 Walley 
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.MEG agent �aul Brenkman 
(photos taken May. '78) 
·Information found in lVIEG ' s garbage has 
clued the Post-Amerikan in to the 
identities of the undercover narcs 
currently working MEG's six-county 
area. With the exception of Agent 
Paul Brenkman.and Director LaGrow 
himself, all of these names are new 
to Post-Amerikan readers. 
Much of this information came from 
the used carbon ribbon lVIEG so gener­
ously· left in.tact in its refuse. 
Jill E� Bottom,- age 22, began work­
ing for MEG Dec. I, 1978. She signed 
a renewable three-month contract at 
$154 :8::-Veek. MEG j,mported Bottom 
from Carbondale,' and generously'paid 
for he.r f'irst week's lodging in 
Peoria at the YWCA. Bottom's 
fictitious driver's li6ense is in 
the name of Susan McDonald, and the 
number listed is B-350-4255-6716. 
(The first letter of a driver's 
license shoul.d IJ1atcn the owner� s last 
initial--so maybe that number is 
Bottom'13 legitimate license number.) 
Other equipment issues to Bottom that 
the .Post-Amerikan knows of:_ .two 
12-gauge shotgun::;.and Standard Oil cred:i i card #593 'o48 85 1400.002. 
Bottom has already made undercover 
buys in both Tazewell and Peoria 
counties. An account of one of her 
buys1'--where she sold some pot back to 
the s_uspect--is in another story in 
this issue. 
On Jan. 12, 1979, Jill E. Bottom 
spent the evening at the Country 
)3umpkin in East Peoria. She has also 
hung. around in BelJ..evue at the Glasses 
Tap. ' 
Sam Walley has been working under-· 
cover for MEG at least singe Sep.:. 
tember, possibly earlier. _He has made 
buys in botn Tazewell and <McLean. 
counties, and was seen in Blooming­
t. n' s Red Lion as recently as Jan. 
18, 1979· ' 
.· Linda" J.ayne. Etaugh, l3,ge 23, p.egan 
working for MEG Jan. i, 1979, after 
signing a renewable 3-month contract. 
She may be considered only a part-
· CYf!!5 Shop c:,:::;.�::::n 
BEAT}'the· RUSH! . 
Get your�bil(e,:tuned u.p now so you· 
· W\19��� h.-ve to -fight the· 
crowds when 
the warm jl"° 
breezes-
start>to blow. 
time �gent, as s_he receives only $100 
per week. Her fake driver's licehse 
is in the name of Jane Harris, an.d her 
mimber is E320-.$305.;..5828. She has 
been issued Amoco credit' card 593 
048 85 1400011. · . 
John Linden Jr. also began.working 
Jan. 1, 1979 at $ioo per week� 
George s. Pinkney is a Peoria, city 
cop assigned .to.work Undercover for 
MEG. He nas worked ih Tazewell and 
Peoria counties, but most of his 
· 
unqercover work has been in Knox 
county. The latest Peoria City 
Directory/showed Pinkney living 
at 2331 W. 7th, Apt. 212, in Peoria. 
According to directory assistance, 
. Pin.kney has a non-published number 
somewhere in Peoria. 
Don Meyer is . a. Bloomington cop who 
has been working undercover for MEG 
since the summer cif' 19/1.8. Meyer once 
had. a fic.titJ.ous driver's licenf3e .. .  
'in the name cr:f Janies R� Eiiiot' ir. · 
He turned that· one in, and received 
one in the name of Don Munson. The _ 
1978 'BloomingtonCityDirectory listed 
a Dort Meyer living at. 823 E. Monroe, 
but ,directory 1:1ssist.ance says he 
doesn't live there any more • . Meyer 
has a non-published phone number· 
somewhere iri Bloomington. 
�<Glenda Hollis was wbrklng for MEG as 
.�arly as June, 1978, in the .GalEis­
burg area. From August through 
Ndvember she made a·number cif buys in 
Bloomington, and may have been using· 
the name "Jennie�·" 
Michael .R • .  White (see photo and story 
elsewhere ) . is a Peoria County . 
deputy sheriff who was assigned to 
work for lVIEG .in June 1978. Since then, 
he has made numerous undercover buys 
in Peoria, Tazewell, ahd McLean coun-
ties� 
· · 
White bec�me one of MEG's'two team 
leaders on Jan. 15,.1979 ,  replacing 
former agentlVIa+kWilliams. 
White has.a non-published phone number 
in Peoria, and th.e City. pirectory .says 
he owns a home at 917 w. -Nowland. 
H�we:re:, in a letter requesting.a new 
fictitious driver's license_ for White, 
Director'LaGrow explained that White 
"has changed his ·appearance greatly 
: and also has a new address." · 
Paul �rehkman' s U!ldercove_r work ip 
. Bloomington w:as cut short· in May 1978 
when these photo� were published in 
the\Post;... Amerikan. He is still an 
actj,,yl:'. ageni;. having ma.de an Under"'-.·.· .. 
�over purchase as recently as .Dec, 29, 
in Monmouth·� Erenkman 's hair hr now -
longer i;han these photos· (which were 
taken in May '78) - show:. · •·• 
JerryklGrow, MEG's Director, lives at 
139 O;:tkwciod St. ln Morton., and. hi.s 
publ�_sh'.ed phone. numb�r ;is. 264-0762. ,._ : 
· . .  LaGrow has run MEG sirtce 1. t was formed 
. i:n 1974. and, has dorie.·unde:foov'er 
. . 
purchases himself as recently as. 
He. is 39, • · 
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Robert Lickiss, Jr. Joni Dooley Mark Williams 
,High. turnover ·at- MEG office 
Agents Dooley, Williams, Wight, 
Lickiss and Blackburn no longer work 
f'or the MEG unti. 
Joni Dooley, whose photo was published 
in the Post late in)May f978, contin­
ued to work for MEG the rest of the 
year.' She busted_a batch of' high 
school students in Washington, Ill., 
in the summer_ of 1978, and may have 
been working as a MEG secretary after 
· that. 
Mark.Williams went back to work as a 
Tazewell County snerrfff's deputy Jan. 
15 afte:r- s.everal years working under­
cover for MEG. 
Larry Wight returned to the Peoria 
city police, and George Blackburn 
returned to his job as a Peoria 
County dep,µty.  
Robert Lickiss, who was attacked two 
separate ti�es while working under­
cover, nas also quit MEG: .• ·Before 
the Post-Amerikan had ever published 
Lickiss' photo (we had it, but hadn't 
printed it yet), he was the victim of 
an attempted stabbing in Monmouth. 
Lickiss continued to make a lot of 
buys in the Peoria area after the Post 
'published his. photo in our Sept,; issue · 
( 8 copies . of which were in MEG• s · 
ga:t!'bag.e). .  While attempting to buy 
$5)000 worth of drugs Dec; 20, 
Lickiss had his"own gun taken from 
him and held to his head, but escaped. 
·Lickiss quit working for MEG Dec. 
· 
31, but his resignation was unconnei::.;. 
ted to his near-shooting--he turned · 
in his resignation in late November. 
� Groppi worked for MEG only a few 
months, �anging out in Bloomington · 
with one of the narc' squad's slimiest 
informers: Rod Meyer, confidential 
source #22. Groppi now.lives with her 
husband Pat Cullen at 302 E. Mulberry, 
Apt. C, in Normal, phone 454-1869 .. 
EX-afient Marilyn Kohl is now living 
at 1421 W. Elm in Taylorville, 
(217) 824-8302.. • . " 
. . � 
--------�------------------------------�------� 
" 
MEG. ,' . -
·memo• "Put the squeeze. on" 
A handwritten instruction .found in even though MEG.knew the State's putting ":the squeeze" on. But anota­- tion on a list of' :M:EG"oases shows the 
Don· p:... __ case was 'fin8.ily clos·ed on•.' .. 
January 16, 197.9•� -· · 
MEG' s garbage says ''Put the squeeze orr · : Attorney refused· to prosecute. 
P---." Apparently in explanation, the 
note continues, "State's Attorney's We don't know if MEG was successful in 
office will not· prosecute this case ."·· 
The case is 78P 092, and dates·from , 
January 7, 1978. Suspect Don P--­
allegedly delivered a small quantity 
1of purported speed to Confidential 
Source #171, who in· ·turn gave the 
pills to MEG agent George Blackburn • .  
Don P--- never got an y  money for the 
pills, and they turned out to be ·1egal 
anyway. They were ephedrine, a_,non­
controlled substance. 
·Even though the substance delivered 
was legal, MEG wanted to charge Don 
P-"'."- With deliveryof a substance 
repres.ented to. be a controlled 
substance. That's still a felony. 
Another memo found in MEG's garbage 
helps explain just what "put.the 
squeeze on•• means. 
Referring to the Don P-_:- file, the-· 
memo saysi ·"State's Attorney's office 
refuses to pros_ecute as the deli very 
was mad� through a. confidential' 
source. Attempt to contact subject 
about working as confidential so.urce 
before closing out.case." 
Sotinds like.MEG intended to pressµre 
Don P--- into.becoming an informer, 
probably by threatening prose9ution-- . -: ... - ·._·: ' ' - • ' ; '}': ABOVE: Two memo$ found in MEG's garbage reveal the narcs' intention to bluff Don 
�--- into becoming an informer by threatening a prosecution that would never �ppen. · 
(As explained pnpagel6,. we have blanked out Don's last name in the photo of the memos.) ' - ' . . " •  . , ; ., · ,  ' 
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Have you. heard of MIG,? 
One ominous-so,Un:ding '·letter in MEG.' s 
·'garbage invited the narcs t.o se.nd · 
representatives .to "the regular 
monthly meeting of' the Mid-State . 
Intelligence Group (lVII<f)." The invite 
also said, "Please bring any avail­
able ,i:r:\forma.tion yqur departinerit may 
have regardl,.ng.,.the activities .of 
active felo,ns ·. in.. the area .• " . · 
The. invitation was signed by Damon 
Rimyon of .th.e Division of' Investiga­
tion (Do;r), · which includes what used 
to be the Illino1a Bureau of' Inves­
tigation. 
Na.Dies of' two MEG agents were jotted 
in the letter'� upper corner, as 
though they hacf been the ones selected 
to attend. · 
Was MEG being invited to a meeting of' 
some sort of' federation of' mutually 
cooperating seer.et police? 
The invitation reminded me 9f.an 
early (1975) MEG memo that Post _ 
reporters found in the files of the 
Illinois Law Enforcement Commission 
,several years ago. 
That memo bragged about MEG's host-, 
ing of secret polic� summit meetings, 
which met monthly and exchanged 
information from their informers. 
According 'to the memo, those meet­
ings were att.ended by the IBI, the 
Treasury Dept's Alcohol, Tobacco 
and Firearms agents, the Internal 
Revenue Service, the Peoria vice 
squad, the Illinois State Police, 
Tri-County Intelligence Unit, and 
members- of' the MEG-area police 
dE(partments. 
the 
In that. mem:o, MEG took credit for 
several arrests made by other 
agencies, claiming that MEG pro.., 
vided the original tip at one ,of' 
tMs� monthly intelligence-exchang-
. i� meetings. 
The ·memd also sald MEG kept all · 
"incoming intelligence" from these 
' meetings in "permanent files�" 
.The spe_ctre of MEG's network .of .. , . 
·· questionably motivate.d informers pass­
. in@; on frequently false in;f'ormatiori 
about .their friends and co-workers 
. wa�· scary enough . But it was even 
sc·arier to read that memo and realize 
that these ·informers' reports were · 
· 
being relayed to more than a half-
Now you se� it, 
now you don't 
�MEG Agent Mlch.ael Whit-� watched a 
potential ohe,.-joint. bust go up in 
smoke last Augu�t when i;he, wicked 
criminal who .·sold. him the joint 
smoked it, according to a MEG. report 
filed by White. 
Agent .White reported . that- :ti,e. ga,ye $l 
to a young man named Pe"jie;-: t-=;.. .l:f,''.,Qi{ ·. · . . · 
.. Aug. ll, 1978, to buy · a rii'il.i':fJlifuia' · ' 
' cigarette. from an unknown pe:rson who 
.- lived at 509 SoU:th St. in WEi,Shing�on� 
� -·· 
' 
After buying the joint for White, 
Pete agreed to take the MEG agent to 
Creve Coeur wh�re White could purchase 
some at:id•·the MEG report said. 
On t}le .way to Creve Coeur, Pete 
smoked . the joint, "thereby elJmin-
·ating any. chances of retrj.eying evidence." 
Presumably, Pete shared t}).e j oint 
with Agent White--the only friendly 
thing to do, since it was Wh�te's 
joint� 
' ' , .'-.... ,· .. ' Although Pete F-�- actually bought the 
joint from someone else� he wc;mld have 
been the person charged with delivery 
of' cannabis inMEG case 78T24J if 
he had not puffed away the evidence 
to enl:i:ven the .• trip from Washington 
to Creve.Goetir. e 
· 
Has MIG heard of· you? 
/ DEPAR'l'HENT OF ·LAW ENFORCEMC:NT 
DIVISION OF INWSTlG"-TlON 
Ci;;�ERAL D�IVl';RY . 
.t'..e;T�'iOR.\1 :IJ.L�GO!S 61548 
Re: Mid ... State Intelllgeace Group . (MIG) 
Dear Sir: 
The' regt.i1ar. monthly me:etin& meeting of lh� Mid-State Intell-igence 
Croup (MIG) wil_l b� .held at 10400- AM on t:"ednesday, JANUARY·-3,- 1979 
OJ.i: th'" HoliJ�y Jnn1 :.9-., :.,.,:t�� i·:ain. _i::u.;i: . .-�,•l..i..1�1 llli.n;.•i<;. 
Your. attendance. ol: representative (s) frOl!l you; deparCment would be appreciated. ' 
Pleas a. bring .-any available"-.information yoUr ·department rr.ay· �ave• 
regarding t�e activltiu of acti\ft?_ felons in the. &rP.a. 
Respectfully, 
. . ....--- ·----. �-. . 'L ?:-:;::: 
·- · ·  
Zone 8 _Supervise,/ . . 
DLR:ei: 
This is a copy of the Mid-S.tate Intelligence 
Group's invitation to MEG. 
dozen covert intelligence-gathering 
police agencies. · · 
I wondered if the Mid-State Intelli.,­
gence Group was a aimilar cooperative 
of' secret police, or maybe the 
continuation' and formalization 6f 
the 1975 meetings at the.MEG of'f'ice. 
(Since MEG is now under the. authority 
of the Department of Law Enforcement, 
it made sens.e that those meetings 
might now be hosted by the DLE's own 
secret police, the Division of 
Investigation.) 
So I called 
the man.who 
to find out 
ings of the 
Gropps . 
the DOI' s Damon rlunyan-­
signed MEG' s invitation:--· 
what happens at the meet­
Mid.:.State Intelligence 
Not much, he wanted me. to believe. 
He doesn't attend himself; only about 
lO-i.5 people ' do, different ones each 
- t�.�s�. · 
' . 
lV!IGis. not connected to.the meetings 
at the MEG office. lVIIG. was l.aunched 
'in 1970 (four years before MEG) by 
Sta.t� police detectives . When they 
were merged with·the !BI into the 
Division of' Investigation.a f'ew 
'years ago,. DOI began host;ing the 
Jan Rimbey 
meetings of' the Mid-:State Intelli-. 
gence ·Group. 
Runyan said the P,.eetings are "very 
general" and discuss "items of · 
mutual concern to the .different 
law enforce.ment agencies. " 
Putting heads together can help catch 
criminals, ac qording to the theo�y. 
But Runyon can't recall any specific 
case that was broken as a result of. 
a MIG meeting. 
"I think it prpbably does some good," 
Ruilyon said, ''even though 1 can't 
point to a particular case. And I'm 
J\Ot trying to be evasive, either.". 
\ 
He wasn't trying to be evasive when 
he had tro uble remembering who he. 
sent invitat;ions to, ·el. ther. 
When he finally remembered, it turned 
out that the same .secret police out­
fits invited to the early lVIE�-hosted 
meetings are also invited to MIG.. In 
addition, MIG invites more police 
departments and co:vers a wider geo­
graphical area, though usually only 
Pekin-Peoria area cops attend. 
Runyon said that. MIG members "pro­
bably" don't exchange intelligence, 
especiall,y info from informers. ·"You 
know as,well as·I do that police 
agencies tend to be rather.tight,.­
f'isted with that information," he 
said . 
Hl[l must have meant only the most 
general information when he request­
ed members to "bring any available 
.information • •  wregarding the activi.ties 
of active felons in tlie area." 
Runyon sald he remembered the meetings 
at the MEG office, and sometimes • 
attended as a representative of the 
IBI. He said the MIG meetings are 
about the 'same·. as 'the MEG' meetings • . .  
But ,the MEG memo .bragged about 
excheµige of intelligence, and speci­
�ficatly mentioned e:i.rnhanging 
information from informers. 
Who's kidding who?• 
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B ottoms u p !  Post-Amerikan, March 1_9-79 
Not·hlng · but the best for special agents 
MEG agents don -' t spend all their time 
making risky drug buys from dangerous 
teen-ag�d pot pe ddlers , 
Sometimes they jus t h.ang · around bars 
and drink o 
But they ' V:e s t ill got. to stay al ert - '­
alert enough to remember h o w  much 
they shell e d  out for bo o z e ,  how much 
MEG owes ' em fo r expenses .  
Consider a typical ass ignment :� an 
evening at -the Country Bumpkin in . 
Creve Co eur ; Jan , 1 2 ,  1979 � And a 
typ ical spe cial agent : Jill E .  
Bo ttom. 
· On the night in ques tion MEG Special 
Agent Jill Bottom drank three glasse s 
o f  wine at $1 a glass , .  and she paid 
ano ther $1 for the cove.r charge . · 
That ' s  what Agent Bo ttom said in a 
_ report w� found in the MEG garbage. 
Apparently Agent Bo ttom expected to 
be paid back the $4. · 
After all , MEG agents buy. dope and 
then smoke it , I t ' s  good cover , So 
why not buy wine ? 
Champagne, s ' il vous plait , and 
put it on MEG ' s  tab . e 
These scraps of paper found in the MEG drinking at t.he Country Bumpkin . ·· -We 
recognized her handwriting from, other. 
signed reports found in the garbage. 
, .  
· garbage show that Agent .Jill Bottom kept 
trae,k of her expenses for an evening of 




MEG ' s  garbage has discl o s e d the 
identities of more . MEG informers ; 
Mike Lintz is Confident ial .So urce #191 , 
according to a MEG case report . The 
report says. Lintz help e d  agent Robert 
Lickiss buy $4 worth of drugs from . 
Sheryl J--- in Peoria S ep t �. 15 . ' A  
McLean County case shows th.at Lintz 
was working for MEG eVen earlier- ­
accompanying agent Patil Brenkman on a · 
buy ·April 15 , 1978 . 
' .Ail. e arly 1978 MEG case (78T 98 ) is 
titl e d  " Mike Lintz , "  .but we don ' t  have 
any o ther. information. MEG may have ; 
bought from Lintz and later convinc e d  
him to turn informer. 
. ' 
Mike Will1ams is l isted as MEG ' s  CS 
#201 in several case .. reports. Work­
ing with agent Jo.ni Dooley,  Williams 
set up a whol e batch o f  young people 
in Washington , Ill. ; during the summer 
of 1978 . 
. 
_Williams may have turne.d infor:mer to 
· ge t  out of trouble hims elf� He is the 
subj ect of an e arly ' 78 MEG . case · (78T 87 ) and was al so busted for 
possessibn of pot . in June. By July he . 
was working with agent Dooley . 
Richard Thoennes of Blo omington .is MEG 
Confidential Source #21·9 . · His photo , 
along with mo re information , is 
.els ewhere in this issue . 
Blo omington ' s  John Daugherty is listed 
as MEG ' s CS #220 .' we · don ' t  know o f" 
anyone Daugherty has s e t  up ·yet , but 
we do know MEG has · filied out its , 
confidential source information form 
and as signed him. a number.. He . l ive s . 
at 1203 w .  Chestnut , Bloomington; 
phone 829-5881 . · · 
.. In June , MEG bµs,te.d.. paug:t:i:�r;ty; �o.r.'" . ·" .. . ,. . deli very o.f a .. substance repre13 ent_e d ' to 
be a controlled substance .  He. was. 
sent.enced to 4 weekends· in · the county 
_j ail and 2! yef!.rs probation. 
. Ricky William Voss , 422 Herman , P ekin , 347-1512., is MEG .' s CS #223 . In De c .  he 
worked with agent Jill E .  Bo ttom , 
setting up Ron E. s--- i� Pekin . 
Vo ss is currently on three ·  years pro ­
, b.ation for sell ing drugs t o  the DOI 
( fo�merly the IBI ) .  He may have 
.earned his pro bation by. agree ing to 
become an informer .  
Dennis Richardson is the snitch who 
s e t  up Jef.f Butler for pos session .o±'"' .· 
a sawed - off sho tgun in . ea;rly Jan, 
Richardson ' s  photo and more ihfbrmation · 
about hi� . . is in a· separEl:te s tory . • · 
MEG S*1pes stdilent'• notebook 
' � . . . ' ' . . ', . ·. 
. ·. ' 
APek.\n High School student ' s  riotebOok.� 
f'otirid in MEG ' s  gl¥'bage efil'ly .tl\is year 
is only one s ign .. that ' the Peoria-bas e_d 
secre t polic e are-. stil_l actively / 
gathering . informatio:h . in . area schools 
:.. �.probably even: t(,) 'j;he •. po.int; o f  
acc�pting .· ·stole.n - goods • · 
, ·:copie� :9:r:.:ME:G:.���.0H:��:��.· �r;-y1<·s:-- . 
'.sho.w that "Confidential: Source #209 " · 
turned DaJ?ryl ln to MEG, se t'l;irig him 
up .  for two deliveries to .Age'nt· Mike · 
White � - · · 
Perhaps C/S 26:9 I�· tne pe.rs6ri who 
snar;f�d up Dat'rY-l ' s  n:oteboq;k 1  
informers are ;ofteri k:nown . atid trusted 
by the · people they set up . 
. \pr,obably . iived :in' ilobuii��ori.,.r46rmat 
. and may well have been a s tudent . 
Tni$. sheet of, notebook paper contained 
a hand-written list ot' MEG : agents arid 
in,formers . . . From examining the lis t '  
it seems that the ·June 1978 Post­
Amerikan was the source .of the names ' 
and '·that the student c opying them was 
in.terested primarily in MEG ·· employee s  
who had worked in the BloomingtOn"­
Nornial are a .  
, A  notebook: b�lqngioo to parry!: s-::;-- , 
who evideritly : w?-S a Pekin CoIJlillUn.ity 
High School s tudent , was o btained 
tiy MEG some time' after $ept• . 14:, .. 1978 . 
. 




'· . '· " ', ' 
The notebook contains tVfo l ove letters 
with references to getting high , a 
signed IO U ,  and a l iSt of people· 
who owed money to Darryl . . It had . ;, al SO (}(}ntalne d ano ther -list O!f' I '  , .. ' 
debtors that h:;d been ripped out . 
Be.cause the not ebook contained / this 
kind of material_, it is unlikely that 
Darryl voluntarily gave . it to MEG , · In fact , H is much more l ikely that 
some one swip e d  the not e book'--, 
someone who· was acting for MEG ; 
, .C/S 209. 'mlght even have been a Pekin 
' High S chool s tudent1• . <  In late; . .  1974 , 
.MEG Direc tor Jerry LaGrow "loaned "  
informer Susan Gidner to .the P ekin 
police to enroll a£ a student at g_ekin High for the .  pU:vpose Of spying 
.on ·;. �tudents and -t.e <;chers . MEG · 
act_ually o btained: -a :forged transcript 
from Bloomington High S cho ol to help 
informe r  Gidner get into Pekin 
High ao a transfer s tude.nt . 
In ad,'!ii.i,Jt.iqn '.t0<' .·Darry1.» s � hQ·te.book.; 
MEG ' s .garcQage ; also contained! a p-iece 
. . o f. notebook; plip-er . from: a . person:,who 
The informati on was public 
information- - all but one o f  the names 
had been published in the Post;­
Amerikan- -aild there i s  no . evidence 
that the person l isting . the names 
was engage d in any _kind .of c:r::iminal 
activity , 
But that didn ' t  save. this p.el;'.son f±'oni 
having his or her: - carefully cop,ied ' 
lis t  wi�d up in �µe fil,es o f,  .. the MEG 
se cret police ,· • 
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Taxpayers burned by LaGrow's foot·in·mouth 
· · · ·· thes e  tidbits that LaGrow leaked to 
Jerry LaGrow, director of MEG, shot o ff 
his mouth , and the taxpayers o f  McLean 
County are going to have to foo t  part 
of the bill . The $7 - 5  million _libel 
suit filed by Ed Co tton in 1975 against 
LaGrow has been settled out of c ourt . 
· Al  though the jmlount of th_e se ttlement 
was not disclosed , it ' s  undoubtedly a 
sizable sum. · 
· 
:JU.l this has come z.bout becaus e MEG ' s  
director felt it necess ary to take · 
justice in his own mouth and publicly 
defend the highly questionable work 
of his overzealous secret pol ice . 
In October of 1 974, MEG arrested Ed 
Cotton , who was teaching school in 
Abingdon, Ill. , at the time , on a 
charge of selling LSD .  Th,e Abingdon 
school board promptly suspendE,! d 
Cotton . 
The charge was throWn. out of c ourt in 
" January of 1975· No t only that , but 
the Judge ind.icated that he dire c ted· a 
not-guilty verdict because o f  the 
"poor and unprofessional polic e work " 
of the MEG agents .involved .  The judge 
also sa_id that the 'agents • testimony 
.was " suspec� ang que sti onaoJ:e " and 
" contradic tory " ; he \ even went so far 
a� t_
o questio!l the ��E)ged ey;.e-:-
w:i. tness · account of the buy and ask if 
it wasn ' t  the concocted s tory of "an overzealous narcotic's agent . " . .  • I. 
Despite the fact that hisx,casE,! · was 
qismissed., ; Ed d,idn J t  get jlis job backi Ins t e ad , . the -Abingdon' board decided .. · to pay out Cotton ' s  contract for 1974- . 75 and no t allow him to teach in its 
s chool again .  
In all l ikelih.ood , the s chooi .board ·was 
influence d  by the · s tatements Je.rry 
LaGrow made about Cotton in . the · 
. Galesburg press.� Less than · a week 
· .  after · :!ihe .. dismissal , LaGrow pr.oclaimed Cotton 's _guilt and did all he coul d  t o  insure that Cotton woul:dn ' t  be hired . again . 
·· · the press ( just in case the s.chool 
board didn ' t  ask for his help ) : 
The Galesburg newspaper ( also named 
in "the libel suit ) was dumb . enough to 
print LaGrow• s remarks , which ne-Ver · 
did explain why MEG wasn ' t  able to 
make a case against s omeone LaGrow · · 
characteri zed as a ratner talkative 
and �ell-known drug dealer . 
�-that Cotton had allegedly admitted 
to the undercover agent that. he 
( Co tton) hci.d been taking drugs for 
a number of ye ars and knew 25 dealers , 
four of whom dealt in cocaine and one 
in heroin . ( Such an allegation makes 
one •further . appreciate the judge • ·s 
LaGrow told the Register-Mail that he remark about the concocted stories o f 
was willing te> send. the agent who overzealous narcotics agents . ) · 
handled Co tton "-s c ase to meet with the ·· 
school board when they discussed the --that Cotton •ifel t safe selli,ng to a 
status of the . suspended teacher;, 1 7-year-old because he knew he couldn • t 
· One wonders why LaGrow thought t;hey ' d  be a narcotics agent ,; "  
listen to an agent whose honesty and 
profe ssionalism had qeen openly 
questioned by a Circuit Court j udge . 
But perhaps he knew the Abingdon · 
school board well . 
LaGrow also volunteered to · make" 
available all the . information MEG had 
compiled agains � . Co ttqn, altho:ugh it 
wasn ' t  good enough to get a convicti_on 
in c ourt . Among that. information were 
' 
Is it any wonder that , Ed Cotton filed 
a libel suit agains t LaGrow and the 
Register-Mail? Is it any wonder tha t. 
the de fehdants dec ided to settle out • 
of court? 
That settlement raises some serious 
questions about the high cost of 
financing l\IIEG .  Why should taxpayers 
be asked to underwrite an agency that ." 
engages in . inept ,  · questionable 
· 
prac tices and has to be bailed out by 
the libelou,s remarks of a mouthy 
dire ctor? 
The terms of the s ettlement haven ' t  
been made publ ic , but it ' s  clear that 
somebody ' s  going to be paying out a 
lot of money . 
And it won ' t  be Jerry LaGrow . Sources 
close to. the c ase s ay that . i the price 
tag belo:n�s to the G;a],.esp:Urg Register­
, Mail , but .'.LaGrow ' s share will . be 
•·.covered by'.• MEG ' s  liabi,lity insurance .  
And you know where the. money -comes 
from for those insurance premiums (which will probably go up because of. 
this case ) .  · • 
The varfous cities and countie� 
belonging to MEG in ·1975 will also 
have to · pay .  That includes McLean 
County ( Cotton originaliy s ought 
$500 , 000 from the .· county ) • The 
problem is that the insurance company 
for McLean Co . doesn ' t  think it will 
have , to p ay for the loss . In that 
case , the county will have to 'pay .  !n �is comm�nts t o  the Galesburg Registe-r-Ma1l , MEG ' s  direc tor appeared to be ?ffering · information and help to In other words , the taxpayers get to the Abingdon school bciard , lest they . pay sev.eral times for LaGrow ' s  loose re.-hire .som� vicious dealer of drugs . oral habits : 1 ) MEG ' s  insu'rance Probably , though , LaGrow was s tung by ./ Was MEG boss Jerry LaGrow awake when premiums ; 2 ) the county ' s  liability , � the . lc;:>s s . of the Co tton c ase and by the not co.vered by: the insurance ;  and hum1liatii;g c9mm,ents the judge made he . made libefous statements that led to a J )  the county • s insurl:jl'lce premiums , about MEG s agents • The direc tor ' s· big out-of:..court settlement ? . If he was, whic.h were paid ey_en though the . public statements about the case taxpayers would be better off if he dozed coverage wasn ' t  adequate ( or whatever amounte.d .-to a .  desperate attempt to take all the time, because they're the ones who the pro bl em /is ) . _ · · · the b.eat . off MEG by focusing attention are footing the bill for LaGrow's foot-in- . on Co tton . · mouth act. · That le ave s  j us t  one ques tion : why do 
· . governmental units , like the City o f ·  ................................................ Bl?omington , continue to support . 
· 
- this turkey? e · 
MEG� -tries to make •••••••••••••••••••••• 
The MEG agents menti oned two people 
. they wante d  Ed to buy drugs from victim turn informer 
MEG used heavy pressure in their 
attempt to get Ed Cotton to turn . 
informer after his . arre s t , according 
to a depos ition filed in Cotton "s 
libel suit against MEG . · .. 
By refusing to let Cptton m�e phone 
calls and by lying about bail pro­
c edures to Cotton •·s parent s , MEG 
forced their pr�soner to spend an 
unnecessary night in j ail . 
After arres ting Cotton in Abingdon ,  
MEG agent Gene Maxwell drove Cotton 
tb the Tazewell County j ail . On the 
way , agent Maxwell o ffered to .call . 
the principal of the scho ol where · Ed 
taught ( and where he was arrested) to 
tell him that everything was all 
right--if Ed would agree to make: a 
drug deal with some people MEG wanted 
to se t  up .  
At the Taze.welJ. County j ail , •  MEG agents 
Maxwell and Dale Oltman continue d to 
badger Cotton . to · work for them . To 
increase the pres sure , they ignored 
Co tton ' s  request to make· a phone call. 
They held him for several hours before 
allowing him to call his parents and 
ask them to . .  bring bail money.. . . .. ·. 
Finally , Ed ' s  parents arrived . ·  .The 
MEG agents accepted their check for 
$1500 . But Ed didn ' t  get out . 
that night . They told him they could 
not accept checks for bail , and if he 
didn ' t  help them , he wasn ' t  go ing to 
' get --0ut . 
t ·· · · · � 
Ill 
IL 
Ed asked �  then , 
tell them: about 
agents refuse d, 
already had his 
to call his 





he - had 
Not until 6 o ' clock the next morning After Ed ' s  parents left , one of the did a regular j ailer let Ed call his MEG agents brought t4e. check t� Ed and parents . Ed ' s  father ' had to get off said , "We are not �allowed to take work , and withdraw the cash ( $1500) checks here . " But he. c ontinued , " If f-rom · the bank , and make another trip you help us ,_ we • 11 · accept this chec.k . • · "  to Pekin. • 
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MEG pitches ledger page 
Fanatic j igsaw puzzle freaks at the Post­
Amerikal' pieced together over 40 scraps 
from MEG's  garbage to re-assemble this 
page from MEG's "OA F Disbursement Jour­
nal. " OAF stands for "Official Advanced 
Funds , "  and refers to MEG's "buy money" 
for "confidential expenditures"- -payments to 
informers and cash for drug buys . 
The ledger' s second line says Agent White 
spent $44 on case 78M 318A on Dec . 6 .  
("M" means it's a Mc Lean County case; "A" 
means it was MEG' s  first buy from this sus­
pect. ) The ledger shows White spent $14 for 
drugs and paid $30 to the informer. From 
other info in MEG's  garbage , we know the 
s nitch was Rick Thoennes , and the substance 
purchased was 14 green and white capsules 
of purported speed, which lab reports said 
was not a controlled substance .  
W e  don't know why this ledger page was in 
MEG's garbage . Most of the stuff was hand­
written reports which we assume were later 
typed, or xeroxed pages which we assumed 
were extra copies. But this ledger page 
looks like it ought to be the only copy of 
info which should be kept permanently. 
Maybe MEG's monitors from the Dept. of 
Law Enforcement should take a closer 
look at the narcs' record-keeping. • 
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Agent Ji l l  Botto m sold pot 
MEG agent Jill E .  Bottom is technic­
ally guilty o f  selling mari juana 
Dec .  21 in Peoria, according to a 
copy o f  an internal MEG report . 
Agent Bottom' s  violation o f  Illinois 
cannabis laws is detailed in her own 
report of an undercover mari juana pur­
chase from Liz w .  in Peoria Dec .  21 . 
The special agent was working on MEG 
case 78P-OOJ2JB,  whose mysterious file 
title in MEG language is " Twin 
Sisters . "  
According to the report , Agent Bottom 
told Liz w .  she wanted to buy some 
pot (she ' d  bought from Liz w .  once 
be fore ) .  The report says Liz w .  went 
into the bedroom antl re turned with 
three plastic bags of pot . 
The price was $35 a bag , but Agent 
Bottom said she only had $J2 .  When 
Liz w .  said that Bottom could owe 
the $J , the deal was agreed upon . 
According to the report , Agent 
Bottom gave Liz the $J2 ,  and then 
picked up one of the bags of pot . 
So far , so go od.  A typical under­
cover buy . But then Agent Bottom 
sold some of the pot back to Liz w .  
The report says Liz changed her mind 
about letting Agent Bottom owe the 
three dollars . Liz sugge sted taking 
four grams o f  pot out of the bag , 
and selling Agent Bottom only a 
$JO bag . 
' 
Bottom ' s  own report says she laid 
the bag back on the table and let Liz 
we igh out four grams on a scale . Liz 
then handed the same bag back to Jill 
Bottom, along with two dollars . 
It can ' t  be much clearer : although 
it ' s  a technical violation of the law , 
Agent Jill E .  Bottom del ivered canna­
bis . She had a bag of pot in her 
possession, delivered some of the con­
tents , and ac cepted money in return . 
No thing in Jill Bottom ' s  report indi­
cates that she was aware she was 
violating the same mari juana laws 
she was suppose.dly enforcing with her 
undercover work . 
To check out what a pro secutor would 
say about Bottom ' s  conduct ,  the Post­
Amerikan contacted McLean County 
State ' s  Attorney Ron Do zier . 
After explaining the details of the 
case , I asked Do zier if Agent Bottom 
was technically guilty of violating 
the cannabis laws . 
"That could be one interpretation, " 
I;Jozier said , while adding that he 
would prefer to consider both 
deliveries together as one transac­
tion--Liz w. selling a $3-0 bag to 
the MEG agent . 
Do zier did say he would probably 
decline to prosecute this case if 
MEG had another purchase from the 
same defendant . 
While moving in on groups of people 
they are trying to set up , MEG agents 
frequently see people smoking pot . 
MEG reports occasionally say that the 
agent " simulated" smoking and passed 
the joint on to the next person . 
Regardless o f  whether the narc is 
lying about " simulating " smoking , 
State ' s  Attorney Dozier admitted 
that the MEG agent is " technically 
delivering cannabis in the diction­
ary sens e "  when passing the joint 
on . But the prosecutor maintained 
that the undercover agent "would not 
be delivering cannabis in the 
criminal sens e . " 
Why not? 
Because the agent would not have the 
"criminal intent " necessary to make 
the joint-passing a crime , Do zier 
said,  
So remember folks , when. yer out 
there gettin ' high with your friends , 
keep that song in yer heart , that 
smile on yer lips , and them criminal 
intentions out of yer brain , · •  
A day . i n the l ife of a narc 
, I 
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AGENTS SIGNATURE 
ABOVE : This is a portion of a "Daily Activity Report" we pieced 
together from scraps found in MEG's garbage. 
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Legal Highs 
The B l o oming ton - No rma l commun i ty , 
l ike s o  many o th e r s , h a s  a d e f i n i t e  
drug p rob lem . The re s imp ly aren ' t  
e no µgh inexp e ns i ve r e c re a t i o n a l  
drugs t o  keep us a l l  che e rful and 
e n l i gh t e ne d . An d powe r - t r i p p i n g  
s cum l i ke M E G  mak e s  i t  e v e n  harder 
for heads · t o  keep h i gh .  You can 
r i s k  your ent i re future by pas s i n g  
a l ong a l i t t l e  gras s t o  t h e  w rong 
p e rs on . 
The h i gh p r i ce o f  dope and the narc 
re a l i ty have e ven d r i ven l o t s  o f  
fo lks t o  turn t o  d ange rous and 
deb i l i t a t i n g  " l e g a l "  drugs , l i ke 
b o o z e . We p o s e  no th r e a t  t o  the 
es tab l i s h e d  powe rs - th a t - b e  i f  
we ' re a l l  t o o  s auce d t o  think . And 
i t ' s  a l l  the b e t te r  for the 
cap i t a l i s t  a l c oh o l  comp a n i e s  i f  
we ' re a l l  hooked on the i r  c o s t l y  
s l ow p o i s on . 
For t un a t e l y , the r e ' s  a cheap and 
l e g a l  a l t e rn a t i v e  to e xp en s i ve 
b l ack - mark e t  g r a s s  and b r a i n - k i l l in g  
b o o z�. The r e  a r e  s e ve r� l  che ap and 
r e a d i l y  ava i l ab l e  herbs t h a t . w i l l  
ge t you p l e a s an t ly and l e g a l ly h i gh .  
The f o l l ow in g  are j us t  a few o f  the 
mo s t  c ommon h e rb s  that g i ve a g o o d  
b u z z .  F o r  the b e s t  r e s u l t s , fo l l ow 
the g i ven d i re c t i on s  c l o s e ly , and 
r ememb e r  that too much o f  a g o o d  
t h i n g  i s  n o t  ne ce s s ar i ly g o o d . 
Damiana 
Ab out one good p i pe - fu l l  of dami an a  
w i l l  t urn y o u  on as we l l  as medium ­
qua l i  t y  mar i j uana . I t ' s p r e t ty 
h arsh , s o  you ' d  do b e s t  t o  smoke it 
i n  a w a t e r  p i p e . The h i gh l as t s for 
ab out an hour . Yo u ' l l ge t e ven mo re 
s toned i f . you·  dr i nk d am i ana t e a  
wh i l e  y o u  smok e . S i mmer one 
t ab l e s poon of dam i ana l e aves in a 
p i n t  o f  wate r 4fo r three minute s . I t  
may tas te b i tt e r , s o  you may want 
t o  add s ome honey . Damiana c o s t s  
ab out 3 0  cents an ounce . 
Caut i on : A fri end o f  mine s ays she 
knows a fe l l ow who smo lffi d t o o  much 
and rede c o r a t e d  the b a ck s e a t o f  a 
p o l i c e  c a r . Use d i s c re t i on s o  you 
don ' t  g o  b e rs e rk . 
Lobe Ii a 
When smoked in a j o i n t , l ob e l i a  has 
eupho r i c  qua l i t i e s  s i mi l a r  to 
mari j uana . The tea i s  e ven mo re 
p o tPnt . It acts s imul t aneous l y  
as b o th a s t i mu l ant and a re l axan t . 
S i mmer two he ap i n g  t ab l e s poons o f  
the l e aves and s tems i n  a p i nt o f  
w a t e r f o r  a few minute s . Always 
take the te a on an empty s t omach . 
Taken i n  l a r g e  do s e s , i t  may in duce 
vomi t in g , so be mode ra t e . 
Yohimbe 
F o r  tho s e  des i r i n g  a h e a v i e r  h i gh , 
yoh imb e  b a rk t e a  has s t rong 
p s y chede l i c  e f f e c t s . To t ake a 
yoh i mb e  t r i p , add 6 - 1 0 t e a s po ons o f  
the h e rb t o  a p i n t  o f  b o i l i n g  w a t e r .  
Reduce the h e a t  and s imme r for 5 
minutes w i th the p o t  c overe d .  
S t r a i n  and d r i nk . Two cups i s  the 
r e c ommended dos age for one p e r s on . 
The t e a  s ho u l d  b e  t aken on an e mp t y  
s t omach a n d  cons ume d w i th i n  1 5  
minute s .  
A f t e r  h a l f  an hour you should b e g i n  
t o  fe e l  t h e  f i rs t e ffe c t s : l a z y  
we akne s s  i n  your l i mb s  and a s l i ght 
r e s t l e s sne s s , very s i mi l ar t o  the 
i n i t i a l  e f fe c t s  o f  a c i d . You may 
a l s o  fe e l  s l i gh t  chi l l s , naus e a ,  and 
di z ine s s , b ut not as s t rongly as 
w i th peyo te . F i fteen minut e s  l at e r , 
mo s t  o f  the s e  fe e l i ngs should p a s s  
a n d  t h e  p sychede l i c ch a r a c te r i s t i c s 
o f  yoh imb e  w i l l  maQ i fe s t thems e l ve s . 
Depending on the individua l , the 
e f fe c t s  may ran ge from ext reme 
l i gh t -he ade dne s s  to h i gh l y  e xp anded 
i ma g i n a t i on and c o l o r  f l a s he s . The 
t r i p  l a s t s  3 - 4 hours and l e aves no 
unp l e as an t  s i de e f fe c t s , o the r than 
an o c c a s i on a l  runny no s e . Taken i n  
very l a r g e  d o s e s , yohimb e  may b e  
p o i s onous , s o  a g a i n , exerc i s e  good 
j ud gment . 
Passionflower 
The s e  l e aves may b e  smoked for a 
v e ry mi l d  and re l ax in g  h i gh , · · 
and the i r  odor i s  rema rkab ly l i k e  
that o f  p o t . 
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Nutmeg 
Ano th e r  p s yche d e l i c  h e rb , nutme g ' s  
e f fe c t s  vary cons i d e rab ly from one 
p e r s o n  to anothe r .  Wh i l e  one may 
have a h i ghly e n j oyab l e  t r i p , 
ano ther may s u f fe r  he adache and 
di z z i ne s s . Tak i n g  more than one 
t e a s p o on ful w i l l  ge t you o f f  w i th i n  
2 - 5  hours , pro duc i n g  t i me and s p ac e  
d i s t o r t i ons , fe e l ings o f  unre a l i ty , 
and p o s s i b l e  h a l lucinat i ons . Take 
it how e v e r  you can get it down - -
in c apsul e s , i n  mi lk , or s t r a i gh t . 
I f  1 - 2  t ab l e s p o ons doesn ' t  g e t  y o u  
o f f , the dos age may b e  incre a s e d  up 
to 1 gram p e r  2 p ounds o f  b ody 
we i gh t . Ne ve r t ake mo re than an 
ounce . 
The p e ak l a s ts for 5 - 8  h6urs and i s  
usua l l y fo l l ow e d  b y  d rows ine s s , 
s l eep , and l a z i n e s s  through the next 
" d ay . 
Many o f  the s e  herbs are ava i l ab l e 
at your l o c a l  natural food s t ore , 
i f  they c a rry bulk h e rb s . ·  I f  they 
do n ' t h ave the p a r t i c u l a r  h e rb you 
want , you c ou l d  ask them t o  order 
i t , o r  you c o u l d  orde r it yours e l f  
from an h e rb who l e s a l e r . H e re a re 
s ome addres s e s ; w r i t e them for 
c a t a l o gue s . 
Ma g i c  G arden H e rb Co . 
P . O .  B o x  3 3 2  
F a i r fax , CA 9 4 9 3 0 
Nature ' s  H e rb Co . 
2 8 1  E l l i s  S t . 
San Franc i s c o , CA 
Me r i t  Herb Co . 
P . O .  Box 2 2 5  
S .  Ch i c ago S t a t i on 
Ch i c ago , I L  
F o r  mo re i n fo rmat i on o n  natural 
and l e g a l  h i ghs , see the b o ok 
HE RBAL H I GHS from F l ash Mai l Orde r 
( ava i l ab l e  thro ugh Sma l l  Change s 
Books t o re ) . Happy T ra i l s ! •  
- - Amanda Z i l l e r  
I 
on any : 
fami ly : 
thin crust l 
pizza ! 
or large I 
l 14' '  pan I 
I • I 
• pizza • I I 
I (expires March 31 ,  1979) I 
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Hot n w albu01s at S01all Changes 
After all the excitement of December's 
big sales and heavy traffic , January 
and the first part of February seemed 
slow . But we're proud of how much 
we've built up our stock in the last 
six months and are putting lots of 
energy into the store. 
We are planning some exciting 
benefit concerts for the spring , 
together with the Just Your Basic 
Vegetarian Restaurant folks. Keep 
in touch !·. 
--the Small Changes Collective 
Two long-awaited new albums came in 
for the first time recently . 
Tryin' To Survive is the Berkeley 
Women ' s  Music Collective's dynamic 
second album. One of the mos t  out­
standing characteristics of both this 
album and Oh Mama ! is the high 
consciousness of the many, many 
varieties oppression comes in . And 
the title cut of Tryin ' to Survive 
recognizes the many responses we - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Oh Mama ! is a very inspiring first 
presentation of some of the �xcell� 
ent material we ' ve been hearing Kris­
ten Lems perform live. My favorite 
cut is "The 50 ' s Sound, '.' which is a 
clever, energetic song about what the 
50 ' s  were really like : 
"Those olden days were not so golden, 
you know, 
Girls who got in trouble they had 
nowhere to go 
Couldn ' t  take their lives into 
their own hands 
Spent the ir time swoonin ' o ver 
rock ' n' roll bands. " 
can make : 
" some women learn to cook , 
s ome women learn to hook, 
some women learn to type 
we learn to snipe, oh yeah, 
and we ' re tryin ' to survive." 
Tryin ' to Survive also has a couple 
of my favorite les bian love s ongs so 
far on it, "Nicole " and " Back to 
Boston." 
The Small Changes Collective did 
s ome pre-spring cleaning at a work 
retreat day recently. Any compli­
ments on our (no doubt short-l�ved) 
tidiness and cleanliness will be 
humbly accepted . 
The Gay Peo ple ' s  Alliance of Illinois 
State University is planning several 
activities for the spring . 1 97 9  semester . 
On Feb . 21 , the GPA will host a Gay­
Straight Rap .  On Feb . 28 , Jonathan 
Reyman , associate profe ssor of anthro ­
pology at ISU, will s peak to the group 
about Native American berdaches . 
In March a representative of Gender 
Services , a Chicago -based organization , 
will discuss transvestitism and trans­
sexualism . Planned . for early April 
is a talk by the pastor of the Chicago 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • chapter of the Metropo litan Community 
church on "The Church and the Homo ­
lew oure for �he landlord hlues 
The Commun i ty f o r  S o c i a l  Ac t i on h a s  
p repared a b o o k l e t  e n t i t l ed 
B l o omin�ton- Norma l Tenants Handb o o k . 
The han book , comp i l ed and edi t ed by 
Ch r i s  C l aeys and i l l us t r a t e d  b y  
B i l l  She rman and V i r g i l ,  i s  a gene r a l  
g u i d e  f o r  l and l ord- tenant s i tua t i ons 
and out l ines yo ur r i gh t s  and r e s ­
p o n s i b i l i t i e s  as a tenan t . Th i s  i s  
a n i ce way o f  s aying that the b o ok ' s  
ab out how n o t  t o  ge t s c r ew e d  by your 
l andl ord . 
I w i s h  I would have had a b o ok l ike 
th i s  a l ong t i me ago . I w o u l d  h ave 
s aved a l o t  of gr i e f  and has s l e s . 
The h andb o ok i s  d i v i de d  i n t o  5 s e c t i ons 
c o ve ring a l l  the t e r r i t ory from l oo k i n g  
f o r  a p l ace to l i ve t o  mo v i n g  out . 
Many s p e c i a l  t op i c �  are cove r e d , s uch 
as t i ps for w ome n renters , d i s ­
cr imi n a t i o n  i n  hous i n g ,  c oh ab i t a t i on , 
s ub l e as i n g , e vi c t i on p r o c e dure s ,  
Pub l i c  H ous i n g  and o the r a s s i s tance 
p ro g r ams . The handb ook not only 
o ut l in e s  many of the ha s s l e s and 
p i t fa l l s invo lved in rent i n g  s i tua­
t i ons , b ut o f fe rs ad v i c e  ab out 
wh a t  t o  do ab out them and h ow t o  
avo i d  the m .  
A l s o  inc luded a re s amp l e  l e a s e  
c l au s e s  tha t the t e nant s hould b e  
e s pe c i a l ly wary o f ,  l i ke the one 
that s ta t e s  that a l and l o rd can s ue 
you in c o urt for b ac k  rent 
w i thout even no t i fy i ng you , or the 
one that w a i ve s  your r i gh t  t o  
no t i f i c a t i on f r o m  t h e  l and l o rd i f  
he o r  she wants t o  e v i c t  you . 
Wha t  makes the handb ook e s pe c i a l l y 
h·andy i s  the fact that i t  was 
w r i t te n  for renters i n  the B l ooming t o n ­
Normal a re a .  Some t ime s h andb o ok s  
l i ke th i s  have s tu f f  l i ke " the s e  
r e s t r i c t i ons may vary from are a t o  
a r e a" b ut th i s  one has a l l  the 
l o c a l  p r ac t i ce s , phone numb e r s  and 
a g en c i e s  t o  c o n t ac t , and they ' re 
a l l  here in the twi n  c i t i e s . 
The handb o o k  c an b e  ob t a ine d at Sma l l  
Chan g e s  Books t o re o r  the P r a i r i e  
S t a t e  Le g a l  S e rv i c e s  o f f i ce . The 
Human Re l at i on s  o f fi ce in 
B l o om i n g t o n ' s  C i ty H a l l  s hould a l s o  
have c o p i e s . The s e  handb ooks a re 
free o f  cha rge . • 
·································�············ 
• • • 
: ALL SERVICES FR EE : 
• I ncome Maintenance during • : traini ng .  If you are : 
: unemployed and have low CETA : 
• income duri ng the past • 
• Tr aining e 
sexual . " In late April a panel will be 
assembled to give information and 
answer questions about counselling 
service available locally for gays . 
The ma jor event of the spring sem ­
ester will be the April 4 screening of 
the nationally televised film "Word 
Is Out . "  
Although GPA is a university-sponsored organization , all interested members of the community are we lcome . Meetings are held Wednesdays at 8 p . m .  in 1 1 2  Fa irchild Hall , ISU . For more infor­mation , you can call Ivan Grozny at 829-7868 . •  





B l ooming ton - Norma l women have been 
ge t t in g  t o ge ther on a month ly b as i s  
a t  p o t l ucks . Any woman who would 
l i ke to s o c i a l i z e w i th o ther women 
in a femini s t  atmo sphere i s  we l c ome 
t o  j o in us . I f  you ' ve nev'er 
a t t ende d ,  grab a fri end and j o i n  
us . The re ' s  a lways l ots o f  g re a t  
food , mo s t l y · vegetari an ! 
The next p o t luck w i l l  be Sunday 
March 4 at 3 : 0 0 p . m .  at 4 0 2 � E .  
Monroe . You can c a l l  Smal l Chan g e s  
Bo oks t.ore at 8 2 9 - 6 2 2 3  f o r  mo r e  
i nformat i on . 
men's, too 
e year you may be eligible.  available: • • • The monthly men ' s  potluck will be • *Typi.ng • March 1 1, 1 979. These potlucks are 
•
• •nquire at * G E D  •. 
open to all anti-sexist men of the 
*Direct Pla cement ?ommunity. They are informal gather-
• CE .. • , *LPN e ings for men to get together and talk. • ' "  * On the j o b  • 
• 201 E. - Gr ove, training *Nu rses Aide e The March potluck will be at 6 1 JO p.m. e e at 1J02 N .  Center St. in Bloomington. 
e . *Public Se rvice * Engl ish fo r e Bring any foo d  you want, but you prob-
• Bl oom1ngto,n. e ably would like to know that many men 
• Jobs S pan1" s h  spe ak1"ng • h t w o at end are vegetarians. It's also 
e 827- 4026 * a dditional classes • a good idea to bring your own table 
• e service, if you can. 
•
. 
• For more information, . you can call 
An Equal Opportunity Employer • Michael at 828-8988, or Jack or Chris • · • at 828-6935 • 







Ever hear of an admitted The media 
B e i n g  gay in the U . S . A .  i sn ' t exac t l y  
a fun - f i l l e d  p i cn i c . I f  M i s s  
C i trus Mouth i sn ' t  t e ar i ng a round on 
he r holy b ro oms t i ck , then s ome wacko 
l e g i s l a t o r  in New Je r s ey is i n t r oduc in g  
a b i l l  t o  make homo s e xua l a c t s  a 
3 rd - de gr e e  c r ime , pun i s h ab l e  b y  3 - 5 
years i n  pr i s on and f i n e s  o f  up t o  
$ 7 , 5 0 0 . 
S e e ms l ike the only a t t e n t i on we g e t  
i s  f r o m  tho s e  w h o  wan t  t o  c urb us , 
c ondemn us , or cur e  us . 
The ma t t e r  r e al ly gets out o f  h and 
whene ver a new ma s s  murd e r e r  h i t s 
the h e ad l ine s . I f  the k i l l e r ' s  
v i c t i ms are no t o f  the oppo s i t e  ·s e x ,  
y o u  c an b e t  that eve ry s in g le news 
s t ory about the murde rs w i l l  c o n t a in 
a t  l e as t  one o f  the fo l l ow i n g  
phras e s : "known homo s exua l , "  
" admi t ted homo s exua l , "  "homo s exual 
s l ay ings , "  or "homo s exual k i l l e r . "  
But in the mo s t  r e c e n t  c as e - - t h a t  o f  
mas s - murde rer J ohn Gacy - - there was 
a breakthr o ugh of s o r t s . G ay g roups 
in Ch icago got the papers to qui t 
us ing the phras e " a dmi t t ed homo s e xua l "  
in the i r  c o ve r a g e  o f  Gacy . O f  
cours e ,  the c on c e s s i on came a ft e r  mos t  
o f  the s t or i e s  w e r e  w r i t t en , b u t  
at l e as t . s ome p a r t  o f  t he p re s s  
fina l ly ackn ow l ed ged the un fa i rn e s s  
o f  men t i o n i n g  t h e  s exua l p r e fe r ence 
of homo c i da l  m an i acs only when i t ' s  
homos e xua l . 
Non e th e l e s s , i t ' s  c l ear that n o t  
e verybody unde r s t ands o r  agrees . 
The B l o om i n g t on Da i ly Pantasr aph , 
for ins t anc e , ran an edit o r i a l  t o  
expr e s s  d i s a g r e e me n t  w i th the v i ew 
that h o mo s e xu a l i ty i s  not a me a n ­
ingfu l  i de n t i f i c a t i on in t h i s  kn i d  
o f  s to ry . 
N ow , the P an t agra�h i s n ' t known for 
care ful ly r e a s on e  e d i t or i a l s , but 
t h i s  one was a wonder of c o n fus i on .  
�ven the t i t l e  was doub l e  t a l k : 
" Wh a t  invo l v in g  why . "  (Hone s t , I 
d i dn ' t  make that up . )  
Obv i ous l y  up t i gh t  ab out what t o  make 
o f  the who l e  i s s ue ,  the Pant agraph 
e d i t o r  conceded t h a t  homo s e xua lity 
i s n ' t  a cr ime to be " admi t t e d "  t o . 
But then he went on t o  make the 
hys t e r i c a l - - and c o n t r ad i c t o ry - ­
s u g ge s t i o n  that Gacy ' s  s e xua l 
pre fe r ence m i gh t  have contributed 
in s ome way t o  the v i c i ous k i l l i ngs . 
The e d i t o r i a l  ended w i th th i s  
i r r a t i on a l  b i t  o f  b e g g i n g  t he que s t i o n :  
" the s i ckening t ru th o f  J ohn Wayne 
Gacy Jr . w i l l  reve a l  no w i s d om o r  
und e r s t an d i n g  i f  t h e  p e rve r t e d  
s exua l f o r c e  wh i ch drove h i m  i s  
e uph emi z e d  or d i s gu i s ed . "  
I doub t i f  i t ' s  pos s ib l e t o  e ve r  
s o r t  o u t  the tangle o f  the Pant agr aph ' s  
e d i t o r i a l  thinking , b u t  I think a 
l o t  o f  p e o p l e  are p rob ab ly unc l e a r  
ab o u t  th i s  i s s ue . A f t e r  a l l ,  Gacy 
did s ay he had s e x  w i t h h i s  v i c t ims 
b e fore he k i l l e d  them . I d on ' t  mean 
to imp l y  that e ve ryone is as muddled 
as the Pan t a�raph appe ars to b e , but 
s ome d i s c u s s i on of th i s  troub l e s ome 
t o p i c  s ee ms c a l l e d  for . 
The gay p o i n t  o f  v i ew on th i s  ma t t e r  
h a s  t o  do w i th me d i a  cove r a ge o f  
m i no r i t i e s  i n  gene r a l . A s  y o u  know , 
mo s t  o f  the pub l i s h e rs , e d i t o r s , 
and repor t e rs are Wh i t e  S t r a i gh t  
Ma l e s . Now , whe n  the s e  WSMs w r i t e  
and e d i t and p ub l i s h  s t o r i e s  about 
murd e r e r s  and o th e r  cr imin a l s  wh o are 
are a l s o  W , S ,  and M,  t hey aren ' t  
about to p o i n t  out the s e  fac t s . 
I t ' s  only when the p e rpe t r a t ors 
deviate from this WSM "norm" th a t  
the me d i a  p e o p l e  s e e m  re ady t o  
spe c i fy s uch things a s  race , gende r , 
and s e xua l pre fe rence . 
A few ye ars ago b l ack peop l e  got 
fed up w i th r e a d i n g  about c r im i n a l s  
who s e  r a c e  s e emed t o  mat te r  o n l y  when 
it was n o n - wh i te . To the news 
me d i a ,  a th i e f  i s  j us t  a th i e f .  
un l e s s  he was b l a ck- - then he was a 
b l ack t h i e f .  Th i s  no t - s o - s ub t l e  
rac i s m made a l i nk b e tween race 
and c r i me , as i f  Q e ing non - wh i t e  
and b e ing a c r i m i n a l  w e r e  
prac t i c a l l y t h e  s ame thing . 
The r e  were p l e n ty o f  wh i t e  cr imina l s  
around ; b u t  the i r  p a l e  s k i n  c o l o r  
w a s n ' t  reported in t h e  papers . 
( I  d on ' t  me an t o  say that every one 
ac cus e d  o f ,  o r  e ve n  convi c t ed o f ,  
a c r i me i s  r e a l l y  a c r i mina l . But 
my p o i nt is  no t t h a t  the news papers 
l ab e l  peop l e  as c r i m i n a l s  s o l e l y  
o n  the word o f  the p o l i c e , a l though 
that ' s  t rue . My p o i n t  i s  that only 
p a r t i c u l a r races and s e xual pre fe rences 
are men t i oned in c onne c t i on w i th 
the a l l e ged c r i me s . )  
As I s a i d , b l acks and o ther rac i a l  
mino r i t i e s  g o t  very t i red o f  t h i s  
d i s c r i m i n a t i on and forced t h e  news 
me d i a  t o  q u i t  prac t i c i n g a doub l e  
s t andard . G ay p e op l e  are now 
b e g i nning to c a l l  for a s i m i l a r 
fa i rne s s . 
I f  J ohn Gacy ' s  s e xual pre fe rence 
was p o s s i b l y  r e l a t e d  to h i s  c r i me s , 
then wh a t  about J e s s e  Sumne r ' s ?  
I do n ' t th i nk the Pant agr aph o n c e  
s a i d  J e s s e  Sumn er was a he teros exua l , 
a l t hough the peop l e  he murdered w e re 
young women . 
heterosexual mass murderer? 
Or what about the so-called Hillside 
Strangler7 He's been back in the news 
lately. Although he's blamed for 
the brutal deaths of 15 young women, 
many of whom were raped and 
physically mutilated, how many 
times has be been called a 
"heterosexual killer"? Or did you 
notice, in any of the hundreds of 
stories about Son of Sam, the word 
heterosexual ever used? Not even 
after he was caught and boasted, "I 
only shoot pretty girls." 
And what about other crimes that have 
a sexual connection? I mean, rape 
and wife-beating are very much in 
the news these days. Are these 
obviously heterosexual activities 
ever labeled as such? Why not? 
One answer to this question ( in 
addition to the discrimination of 
the WSMs in p9wer) is that it really 
isn't fair to suggest that all or 
most heterosexual males are rapists 
and wife-beaters, even though an 
increasing number of them seem to 
be committing these violent crimes 
against women. 
Well, the same assumption of 
innocence should be applied to gay 
people. I can assure you that at 
least 99.9% of all men who have 
sexual encounters with other men 
do not strangle their sex partners 
andlJiJry them under the floor. As 
a matter of fact, most gay people 
actually enjoy having sex with members 
of the same gender. I wouldn't 
want to shock the editors of the 
Pantagraph with this heresy, but 
there it is. 
The main reason that gay organizations 
wanted the papers to stop calling 
Gacy an "admitted homosexual" is that 
it's unfair to link homosexuality 
with mass murder. It's even more 
unfair to gay people because we get 
so little positive media coverage. 
·· gay blackout 
Heterosexuals, you see, get favor­
able coverage to balance the killer, 
rapist, wife-beater stories. About 
the only times gay people make the 
news are when we've been beaten, 
arrested, fired, or had our ri�hts 
taken away from us. Otherwise, 
there seems to be a blackout on 
gayness in the straight press. 
Exaggeration? Not much. The 
thing is discrimination is so easy 
to accomplish. Just don't 
---
The expectation is that deviations 
from the heterosexual "norm" ;-ii 11 he 
noted. But in reality that's rarely 
the case--except for psychopathic 
killers and other negative types. 
Oh, yes, there are those openly 
political events that the press can'� 
totally ignore, such as Gay Pride 
Week. But most of the time gayness 
just isn't newsworthy in the opinion 
of WSMs. 
Consider these two examples, and 
maybe you'll see what I mean: 
1. The Village People are a very 
popular disco group--probably the 
disco act of 1978. Five of siX--­
rnernbers are gay, their producer/ 
director/ promoter is gay, their 
songs refer to_gay themes and 
scenes (YMCA," "San Francis co," 
"I Arn What I Arn"). You'd think 
some sharp reporter would pick up 
that bit of news. Not in the 
straight press. I've read a half a 
dozen articles about the Village 
People that never once said g-a-y. 
Only Rolling Stone(Oct. 5 )  spelled 
it out. 
---
Sure, it is implied. How could 
anyone not pick up the clues? But 
if the sexual preference of the 
Village People isn't allowed in 
print, why is it made explicit in 
Joh11 Gacy' s ca!;?e_? I'm- not all broken 
up that a disco group isn't identified 
as gay. It's the destructive 
unfairness I'� compl�ining about. 
2. John Curry is a British figure 
skater who won the Olympic gold 
medal and the world championship in 
1976. As a professional, he's 
recently put together an elegant 
ice-skating show called "Ice Dancing" 
that has won rave reviews and extensive 
coverage in such big-time 
publications as Time, Newsweek, and. 
the New York Times=-
Perhaps John Curry's gayness isn't 
relevant to his achievements. And 
maybe he doesn't want the straight 
press to mention it. But if he took 
his skates and chopped up several 
young men, would his sexual 
preference be included? I'd put 
money on it. 
murder? There's a lot to sav in 
response to this question, a�d 1 have 
three point� to make. 
1. Obviously, a homosexual pre­
ference isn ' t any more relevant 
than a heterosexual one. A lot of 
people, both gay and straight, have 
hang-ups about sex. Many psycholo ­
gists see a connection between 
sexual repression and violence, 
but gay people don't have a corner 
on the market. 
2. Since gay per9ple get hassled a 
lot more about sexuality, you might 
expect us to be more murd�rous 
that straight folk. Certainly, 
oppression and disapproval can 
twist and damage people's good 
feelings about themselves. But­
gays are also wonderfully adaptive 
and strong. Facing hostility and 
rejection isn't fun, but it does 
build a lot of emotional muscle. 
It isn't any wonder that monsters 
like John Gacy come along every 
now and then: the wonder is that so 
many, many gay people are healthy 
and happy. 
3. I do agree with the Panta�raph 
on one point--truttt will not. e 
served if the "perverted sexual force" 
which drove John Gacy is "euphernized or 
or disguised." But I also charge the 
Pantagra�h with supplying disguises 
and keeping the euphemisms alive. 
What they're disguising is that 
the "perverted sexual force" is not 
homosexuality at all--or even 
heterosexuality, for that matter. 
It's the mindless, medieval suppres­
sion and disapproval of any kind of 
sex, gay or straight, that produces 
the fear, guilt, shame, etc., that 
drive John Gacy and Jesse Sumner and 
the Hillside St�angler to commit 
their awful deeds. 
I'm not absolutely sure about this 
cause-and-effect relationship, and 
there may be other factors involved, 
too. But it makes a whole �at more 
sense to me than the Panta�raph's 
simple-minded view. I believe that 
as long as sexuality is bidden in 
fear and wrapped in superstition, 
we'll continue to have violent sex­
related crimes. Blaming gay people 
won't do any good. 
who's to blame? 
Let's not disguise and euphernize any 
more. Let's put the blame where it 
really belongs--on the media and 
the churches, the legislatures and 
courts, on corporations and the 
nuclear family, on doctors and 
lawyers, the military and law­
enforcement officials, on educators 
and advertising agencies and all 
the others who shape and enforce 
mention sexual preference and 
everybody'll assume it's hetero­
sexual, since that's the one that's 
never specified. That's probably 
why the WSMs were quick to label 
John Gacy. Wouldn't want people to 
think some straight guy did those 
terrible things. Of course, Gacy 
was married twice and had two kids 
and that's kinda heterosexual, 
isn't it? Better put in "admitted Well, I guess that brings us to the 
our culture's beliefs. I say the 
blame belongs to all the oppressors 
who tell us that sex is evil and 
dirty, and to all the henchmen who 
support and promote this stupid 
attitude.• 
homosexual" just to make sure there's hardcore question: �homosexuality 
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Post-Amerikan, 
March 1979 Jury upholds anti-nuclear 
In an al.most unprecedented verdict, 
20 people who had occupied the Common­
weal th Edison nuclear power plant at 
Zion were found not guilty of criminal 
trespass charges by a jury in Waukegan 
on Jan. 29. 
The Zio·n 20, nine of whom acted as 
their own attorneys, argued that they 
had violated the trespassing law in . 
order to avoid a greater d�er--the 
danger of nuclear power. 
That defense," which is called a necess-
. ity defense, had been successful only 
once before in a case involving the 
occupation of a nuclear power plant 
site, although it is a common defense 
in such cases. 
Twenty-four people had been charged 
with trespass as a result of the 
Oct. 7,1978, occupation of the Zion 
plant, but four pled guilty before 
the trial began. A team of three 
lawyers who donated their time defend­
ed the 11 people who weren't acting 
as their own attorneys. 
As soon as the trial began on Jan 23, 
it was obvious that the prosecution 
had prepared only for a simple tres­
passing case. 
The prosecution's first witness was 
ComEd security guard Roger Smith, who 
was asked to tell what happened during 
the occupation. But he had trouble 
remembering things--probably due to 
all the low-level radiation he's 
absorbed. Smith couldn't recall how 
many people first approached the gate 
or the content of the statement that 
the protesters read to Commonwealth 
E�is<;m· He recalled that they were 
singing songs but couldn't say what 
they were about. 
The real joke was when the state's 
attorney pulled out pictures that were 
taken at the arrest and tried to get 
Roger to identify the defendants. 
When he identified three different 
pictures as Michael McConnell the 
defendants decided to help the poor 
man and identified themselves. 
Smith testified under cross examination 
that neither his personal.safety, the 
safety of any police officer, nor the 
safety of the plant was threatened 
by the presence of the occupiers. 
He ·also admitted that 
there were a number of persons, such 
as reporters and friends of the def­
endants, who were also on ComEd's 
property, and who were also asked to 
leave but were not arrested when they 
refused to do so. 
When asked why this was so, Smith said 
that the 24 people arrested had been 
sitting down. 
That night a blizzard hit Waukegan, 
and the defendants spent a restful 
next day at the Waukegan public lib­
rary. 
On Jan. 25 the State called its final 
witness, a ComEd employee named Larry 
Bean. He was pretty slick, but his 
testimony was not nearly as convincing 
as that of the expert witness for the 
defense, Dr. Rosalie Bertel!. 
Bertell testified for hours on the 
effects of low-level radiation. The 
state's attorney tried everything to 
prove that despite the fact that she 
has done years of research on the 
effects of low-level radiation and is 
an advisor to the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission (NRC), she was not an 
expert and, therefore, should not be 
allowed to testify. 
Dr. Bertell said that all radiation 
causes damage and that Zion, like all 
nuclear power plants, emits low-level 
radiation in several ways. She said 
that the plant in Zion "poses a grave 
danger"--especially since Zion, 
according to studies before the nuke 
w�s built, already had an abnormally 
high cancer rate. She explained that 
people who are already sick are most 
affected by radiation. 
The next day, Friday, the defendants 
took the stand, and one by one told 
what led them to feel that their 
action was necessary to prevent a 
greater harm. One woman broke down 
and cried when she told about an incid­
ent where a woman who had survived the 
bomb in Hiroshima had come to the 
school where the defendant teaches to 
tell of her experience. 
"She was th.e same age as I was when 
they dropped the bomo," the defendant 
sobbed. "There were some Japanese 
teachers there who said they watched 
the growing militarism, but did noth­
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children to ever say that of me." 
The defense also called a worker at 
the Zion plant who had testified at an 
NRC hearing on July lJ,1978,about an 
incident where a machine broke down 
that emptied hot radioactive water into 
55·gallon drums to be shipped off and 
buried in the ground somewhere. 
The machine was broken for three months 
and in the meantime, workers wearing 
masks were functioning as machines and 
filling these drums by hand with a 
·hose. The masks that they wore fil­
tered out pa�ticles but not vapors. 
The amount of radiation in the room 
was not measured. 
�he �or�er be�am� concerned, since his 
.. JOb is in radiation protection, and 
he went to the NRC hearing. As soon 
as �e.testified at this hearing, ComEd officials got very nervous and ended �he meeting. The NRC said they had no 
idea that these conditions existed al­
though the worker testified in the 
Zion 20 trial that an NRC official is 
pre�ent at the Zion.plant on a regular 
basis and that the condition was 
"common knowledge." 
Steps were taken the very next day 
after the NRC hearings to remedy the 
si'tuation--because then the public was 
aware of the condition and th�re was 
pressure on ComEd to clean up their 
act. 
The trial was continued until Monday. 
Nine of the defendants and friends, 
most of whom were from outside the 
Chicago area, had been staying at a 
fleabag hotel called the Genesee. 
They decided to head to Chicago for 
the weekend. 
They went to a vegetarian restaurant 
on the north side and who should walk 
in but Larry Helms, one of the state's 
attorneys. He was wearing flannel 
shirt and blue jeans. This was the 
first indication that he might be a 
real person (although the defendants 
were hoping this was true all along). 
On Monday Jan.29, Beau O'Reilly took 
the stand and did a very moving oral 
interpretation of The Lorax by Dr. 
Seuss. He testified that this book 
helped form his way of thinking about 
big business vs. the environment and 
led him to take an active stand. 
He explained a little about the group 
of defendants and the consensus dec­
ision-making process that they use. 
Then he called the group's support 
person, Terry Peck, as his witness. 
Terry told the court about the meetings 
between himself, ComEd and the police 
department that took place before and 
after the actiort. He explained that 
the group had all gone to non-violence 
training workshops and that no one was 
allowed to participate in the civil 
disobedience act that had not gone 
through this training. The group had 
accepted some non-violence guidelines 
such as no weapons would be carried, 
no drugs or alcohol would be permitted, 
no dogs, no running, and in case of 
c�nfrontation, the group would simply 
sit down. 
continued next page 
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Terry said that in his meetings with 
the police he had· giv.en this list o; 
guldelines to Police Chief Lee . of Zll.on 
and as acting spokesperson for the 
group he assured Chief Lee that these 
guidelines would be. fol�owed • . Terry 
said that after the aption Chief Lee 
told him that he thought things went 
very well and that he was very pleased · 
with the behavior of .the �roU:p .• 
When the judge,. Alphonse Witt, sent · 
the jury out for lunch, the argument 
over.the instructions, that would be 
given to the jury bef'ore they deli b..; , 
erated the verdict, began. The state's 
attorney d.id not want the necessity 
law to be included in the instrµc­
tions I but Judge Witt had allowed this . 
defense to be used through9ut ·the 
trial and it wpU:1d have been silly to 
not·allowthe jury to use the law in 
making their decision. 
Having lost that one, the Sta,te then 
stipulated that the last paragraph of 
the necessity statute be· incl.uded in 
the instructicms. That _paragraph says 
that the harm that the. defendants were. 
trying to avoid must be imminent (or 
immediately present) in order to �ind 
them guilty. Well, they .got that one. 
After a long Sl-fternoon, closing state­
ments were made. Larry Helms made a 
nice 'try at convincing the jury of the 
defendant's · guilt. He stressed ttiat 
this: was a simple trespassing case and 
. that th\e defendants had all admitted 
that they were at t�e Zion plant on 
Oct. 7,1,978, so he concluded that they 
must be guilty . 
· 
Chel Shanklin, a defendant, related to 
the people in, .. the �Qurtroom as people, 
not just the roles they were playing. 
I would like to .share part of. this 
• closing statement with you1 
• • • The actions we performed . (on 
. Oct.· 7) were more than .. conclU:siohs 
o.f logical thought processes. we 
decided to do what we did because 
· W'e objectively believed it to be 
reasonable ahd necessary. But we 
were also acting according to our 
consciences, our moral beliefs, 
and our spiritual convictions. we 
wanted to relate to you on these · 
levels as. we.11. 
It was a struggle for. us to find 
a way to do this. How do ·we ac't 
when we run into you out of court? 
Should we be friendly? or should 
we pretend to ignore you so you 
won't feel uncomfortable about 
interacting with: us in ways that 
. are .. against the' rules"? Do we 
.jokingly attach a rock labelled 
"uranium" on Mr'. Helms' and Mr. 
Lumb ' s table to .show ·our good .will 
to them·as people--or .will ·that be 
construed as "highly·improper"? 
We have wanted you to 
'
make ·a 
connection.with.us·as whole people. We have tried to break out of the 
traditional rigidity of the court­
room behavior. · That's one reason 
that we spoke so much.about our 
ve.ry deep feelings, El,bout the 
struggles we have had with our 
consciences. That is why Richard 
O'Reilly read you a story that 
influenced him during his· chil dhood. 
Whatever you decide about our 
innocence or guilt, we want you to 
know of our good will-•of our caring. 
We would like to know you sometimes 
in other si tuatic;ms --. especially 
. you, Larry Helms, a,nd. you, David 
·Lumb,. witti whom we've had to play 
the unfortunate role ·of adversaries. 
This is a court of 'law. But what 
we have tried to C!dmmunicate abo.ut 
here are moral issues -- the moral 
issue of property .·Ijights as opposed 
to human rights, of human needs 
as opposed to prof.i:t� I believe 
that a society 's 18rws are an attempt 
to encode the. moral beliefs of the · 
soci ety. Therefore, the ultimate 
Security personnel and reporters snapped a lot of p hotos· of demons trators at the Oct. 7, 
1978 occupation of Commonwealth Edison's nuclear power plant. The occupieri;i were 
eventually found not guilty of criminal trespas s by a Waukegan jury. 
· 
issue in this or any court of law 
is, ·appropriately, morality• 
This closing was followed by three more 
closing statements by the defense and 
then Mr. Helms was given an opportunity 
for a. rebuttal. He argued that the 
de.fendants were very decent peopl� and 
that .he was very impressed but they were 
still guilty. . 
· 
The jury went out about ,5p.m. and the 
gro:up of excited, hungry defendants and 
friends went to find food· and drihk. 
They left word of their whereabouts with 
tl_leir favorite bailiff, Pat Murphy, other­
wise .. known as "The Irish Adonis. " The 
judge, the cou:t't reporter, both state's 
attorneys, and some ComEd officials 
stopped in to have a drink with the def• 
endants. There . was much good cheer • 
About 10 p.m. the jury had reached a ver­
dict. lNhen.the NOT GUILTY verdict was 
,read, State ' s Attorney Lumb looked right 
at the judge and laughed hysterically. He left the courtroom quickly and rf;lfu'sed 
to' talk �o anyone. S�ate ' s Attorney , 
Helms said he was against nuclear power , 
but he·had to do his job. . 
One of the jurors came over to the 
Genesee (the defendants ' hotel) after 
all was over arid s aid that what won'the 
case was each one of the defendants 
getting up and expressing their 
beliefs. 
This·was an emotional trial of extreme 
political importance. Other anti­
nuke. groups have previously not been 
very successftil in using the nece.ssity 
defense. This precedent will. l.ead the 
way .:t:or people all over the. country to · 
say no with their bodies to the danger 
of nuclear power. Power to the People• 
, FOLLOW-�• Wh.a� happens now? .. wg.1 
ComEd fire the worker who testified at 
this tria.1- or possibly try s omething 
else? (Remember Kar-en Silkwood?) 
Will Larry Helms quit his job, move to 
Montana, and live in a solar house? 
Will the cockroaches take over the 
Genesee hotel? Will the defendants go 
}lome and forget about .the Zion plarit? 
Or will they organize an ec:lucationand 
outreach program in the communities 
surr.ounding the plant? Will the 
people of Zion rise up and stage mass 
demonstrations to close the plant? 
Are there still fish .in Lake Michigan? 
.we'll have to wait and see, but until 
then, "No. nukes, ya' 11. "• · · 
·--Arielle Leaf 
Zion 20, not guilty · 
. Nuclear fa·mily quarr�ls 
Bailly Alliance--Indiana hosted the 
First Midwest No Nukes Confer ence in 
Gary, Ind., Feb. 9, l�, and 11. 
Approximately, 200 anti- nucl ear 
activists came from all over the 
country to see what the Midwest was 
up to .. 
Friday was registration. There were 
many int eresting workshops on Satµr­
,day· • incluqing workshops on the Karen 
Silkwood Case led by A<;la S anchez ; . · 
L. Le.vel Radiation led by Sister 
Rosalie B. Nuclear Weapons led 
by· Sidney .Lens from Mobilization. for 
Survival; and Uranium Mfning lead by 
some American lndiaris (mol'.e in n�xt 
�ssue on this)·. 
· 
Sunday brought. problems th'a.t had 
been anticipateab� all the.Illinois 
groups. Sunday was the time when the 
enti�e conferenqe was to discus� a 
Miclwest action. and deci4e where it 
would be. The discussion would 
include only those.written proposals 
presented on Saturday. Bailly-­
I� linois had presented an impres-
sive proposal in the form of a 
two-page handout to do a mass 
demonstration at Zion in the fall. 
The Paddlewheel Allia�ce, which is 
from Southern Indiana and .Kentucky, 
proposed a Midwest commitment to a 
decentralized month � of �May campaign 
with such activities as.s afe energy 
walks� energy £airs, and tree planting. 
The conference never even got to the 
Paddlewheel proposal. The proposed" 
Zion demo was a hot one. Illinois 
gathered at break fast to try ·and iron 
out some Of the disagreements before 
the formal discussion began, but it 
was no use.. The arguments carried 
right over into the general meeting� 
The main conflic't was between '.the. ·/ 
Bq,i:lly- Illinois groµp an:d tlt'e. Zii:m io ' 
(see accomp any ing article on th� trial. 
of the Zion 20)� 
· · 
The Bailly.-'"' Illinois team, .stap'ing 
Ed Gogel., head _machismo and mind. .. 
tripper, co-starring"Marilyn Ad.ams, 
whose speaking style is. a. combination· 
of Cheerleading, Sp e� ch �10, and. 
Theatre for ·the DisencMri·ted,f a'nd 
a whole cast of groupi es, .�as ;too 
much for some people tb swal low. The 
Zio.n 20 felt it would be .disres­
pe<;tful and a mock ery to retu!'Ii .to 
___ Zion with a mass demonstration. The 
Zion 2o·said th at educahon q'nd 
outreach were needed ·in Zion, .and the 
people of that communi t,Y should 
initiate the next demonst:r ation-
ther e. 
· 
A decision was never reached :and. 
some people went home frustrated,·�ut 
for the most part it was a 'good 
exp.erience. • 
- -A'rielle Leaf 
·page 30 . Post-Arn,E;lrika.JJ, ... . l\'.I,arch 1979 
Prairie AlliBnce to,;.shut: down Clintonuke 
Post;-:Note: ... · 
When we read the articles for this 
issu.�.1 w� found that our two anti­
nuke, writers (ion It agree On the issue 
. of civ:i,l di.sobedience. One af£irms 
the. value of non-violent ille.gal 
acti<;>n aga:i,nst nuke plants' and one 
questions· •it� So there you are. The 
Post staff doesn't normally favor . 
l�gal. rei.sistance over illegal just 
because J t 's legal. But we' 11 print 
both. sides of the conflict and·you 
can,.,figure the angles yerself. · 
Direct action delayed 
Despite the acquittal of 20 civil 
disobedience demonstrators at the 
·Zion nuclear .plant, the 'regional 
Prairie Alliance 'has decided to 
forego civil disobedience (CD) for 
the time being at the Clinton site, 
where Illinoi.s .Power Company ( IPC) 
is building a 950 megawatt GE boiling 
water reactor. As originally 
conceived, a demonstration at the 
plant in early April would feature a 
small number of well-prepared 
volunteers who would carry out some 
symbolic act of defiance such as 
climbing a fence, blocking a road, 
or planting a radiation-sensitive 
tree on the grounds. CD will not 
be a part of the April demonstration, 
if indeed there is a demonstration 
i.n April, for. s-everal reasons . 
There has been a difference of opi­
nion within the· Prairie Alliance 
about whether CD is a good.idea, 
and if it is good, then.whether it 
s.hould be massive or -tightly 
controlled. Without consensus, the 
PA had no choice but to postpone the 
CD decision. CD is still a possibi­
lity for the June 3 demonstration at 
Clinton which will coincide wfth 
other demonstrations at nuclear fac­
ilities all around· the world. 
An analysis of past anti-nuke CD shows 
that it has been successful as a 
last resort action when local people 
were heavily supportive of the 
demonstrators. It is my opinion that 
we have not yet exhausted all our 
options. Further, one need not survey 
the residents of Clinton to determine 
their (low) opinion of the ·Prairie · 
Alliance (PA}, not to men'tion CD. I 
fear CD at this time could be a 
mistake in central Illinois. 'It is 
�ikely to frighten off would-be 
supporters at a time when we should 
be broadening the base of support 
for alternatives·to nuclear power. 
I.feel there is no need to repeat CD 
at Clinton. The 20 demonstrators at 
Zion were acquitted bya· Jlilry on the 
defense that their small, symbolic 
crime was less evil than the crime 
against humanity and nature repre-
• ·,<· ··,, 
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sented by the continuing 9pera tion of 
Zion atomic. power·plant. Can.we do 
any better than that? Should we tie 
up c;iur time and mqney and people. 
trying? I suggest that we all let 
out a great cheer, tell all our 
friends about what happened at Zion, 
and go on to the next step,· 
One more worry about CD and then I'll 
drop it. We have reason to believe 
that the Prairie Alliance has been · 
� infiltrated. That means that we . 
cannot absolutely trust our own 
people all the.time. Without trust, 
we cannot be sure that a non-violent 
CD demonstration will remain non­
violent. It would 'Qe in the interest 
of IPC if, for example, . one ·of '"our" 
people were to throw a brick at a 
police officer while the television 
cameras were rolling. The counter­
productive possibilities are endless.· 
I think the Prairie Alliance is 
right in choosing strictly legal means · 
of' public protest at this time. 
CALC 
/ 
While much of tl:l.e greater central 
Illinois community supports what PA 
is trying to do, many people feel· 
uncomfortable participating in demon­
strations, especially if they in­
clude CD. In order to attract this 
broad-based but cautious support, a 
move is afoot to establish a chapter 
of the Clergy and Laity Concerned 
(CALC) in Bloomington-ijormal. CALC 
is a national group that has long been 
associated with positive social 
change in America. 
CALC is actively oppoi;;ing nuclear 
power arid has the support of mariy 
religious organizations. The Nation­
al Council of' Churches 'Of Christ and 
the American Friends Service Com­
mittee are among the groups that have 
decided to oppose· nuclear power . 
Watch this column for details on 
CALC in Bloomington-Normal. 
You:.screwed 
****"The Rate .Hike and Yott," a half- · 
h�ur slide�and-tape presentation of 
IPC's 14% rate hike request, its 
origins, implications, and what you 
can·do to stop it, is now ready 
for showing to community groups, 
church groups, schools, etc. Con­
tact Prairie Alliance, Box.463, 
Bloomington, IL 61791 •• 
Li�es fre·e ·heads, 
iailed feds 
Dear Post, 
I was introduced 'to your paper by 
my cellie Carol Beehn. · 
' I think it's really great how you 
spot out· the MEG agents and their 
infp rmers (applause! applause!) . 
Jt's a marvelous job you do for 
the "he.ads" of the community . 
I like your idea of Free the Heads, 
jail the Feds. Sounds like a great 
idea · to me. 
I liked how you talked about 
Bloomington's so- call ed law and how 
they railroad people. Well, have 
I got a. story fo� you. 
I was arrested June 9, 1978, for a 
burglary and forgery · in Madison · 
County (Edwardsville IL.). I wen\t 
to court Aug. 28 of '78 and l got 
2 yrs. probation. As I walked out 
of court,,,,the detect.ive that bust.ed 
me said he was going to catch me 
and send me up. (His name is Bud 
Ga ll oway. ) 
So Dec� 1st I was arrested for not 
paying a fine.  So ·here' canie 
Gallow�y; he held me· in city jail 
for 4 .days and tried to charge me 
with forgery . He couldn't· because 
I came out innocent on the hand­
writing analysis. 
Then he. tried for a the ft, but I 
was proven innocent once, more. So 
he ta lked some sh*i to my parole 
officer Mark Ri ggsbie, who revoked 
my probation . So bere I sit.with 
4 yrs . and half to do�-2 yrs. for 
a tiaffic ticket. 
I'm not the only one that's been. 
·railroaded. We need a. paper like 
yours in Alton; Ill. 
If there's anybody out th.ere who 
likes to write, would you please 
write me? 
19 and lonely .. 
. ·Bridgett Dennis 
A87238 









The other day a good friend and I 
got into a discussion about the 
decline and fall of street-drug 
quality, a topic which has long been 
the dismay of dope purists. A dope 
purist, such as myself, believes 
that there should be some degree of 
sanity involved in putting foreign 
substances of any kind into the 
complex chemical "laboratory" of the 
body. 
And the conelusion that we came to 
was that some of the drugs being 
used are literally poisoned. 
I • 
Why a person dealing in dope should 
cut his or her products with unsafe 
chemicals is.immediately evident to 
most users. It's a matter of dollars 
and cents. Why sell one gram of 80% 
cocaine when you can sell two grams 
of 4 0% cocaine for twice the money? 
I don't object to cutting down drugs 
---------------------- with corn starch or powdered sugar, but I do object to hazardous 
compouilcfs which can make a person 
sick, or even worse, "flip out." 
We're usually cheerful 
---------------------
d ns of 
Dear Post: 
I'm writing in response to Phoebe Caul­
field's January article "Berrigan 
Makes Wrong Choice." 
I had quite a few problems with this 
article, the most basic being the 
sweeping generalizations that were be­
ing made about Catholics, the New 
England Catholic Peace Fellowship, 
anti-abortionists, "Catholics like 
Berrigan, " and others. (I'm not quite 
certain which of the above groups the 
many "they's" in the article were 
supposed to indicate.) 
I think that many of the grey areas 
�tern from a misunderstanding of just 
what the Catholic Church is supposed to 
be. Example: Phoebe begins by 
referring to "the Catholic Church's 
built-in sexism." The Church is not a 
hierarchy, not a building, for neither 
of these could continue to exist 
on their own. The Church began as and 
continues to be people, a very diverse 
group of people with far more differ­
ences than similarities between them. 
It's an insult to these people's 
individuality and dignity to assume 
anything to be "built-in." In this 
assumption, Phoebe insults C atholics in 
much the same way many of our own 
bishops and other leaders have insulted 
us. 
True, sexism has run rampant through 
our church's history, as it manifested 
itself in all of society; hence, 
Catholic Women's movements battle to 
change that, as other women's groups 
struggle for the same changes in 
society at large. 
Besides the generalizations, I wa� 
bothered by the assumption that all 
anti-abortionists are anti-choice. 
I don't know about Phoebe, but I think 
women should demand a choice long 
before they face the dangers, diffi­
culties, traumas and plain hassles of 
a pregnancy and/or abortion. Growing 
numbers of Catholiss openly support 
birth control, and many, many more 
practice it. 
It should also be pointed out that the 
Pope's statement against birth control 
is only a guideline, an opinion, and 
Dear Post, 
Thought you might like to know that 
I saw Bill Stephens here in Austin, 
several weeks ago at the Highland 
Mall. I knew him personally, so I 
know it was him. P.S. What's with 
all the stories about gays in the 
Post? Have·you all gone gay or some­
thing? Please stick to general 
interest stories! Thanks. 
name withheld 
Post-note: Bill Stevens is a hetero­
sexual ex-MEG agent and convicted 
child molester. 
not a statement made "ex cathedra" 
(literally "from the chair," or 
infallibly). A pope has not made a 
statement "ex cathedra" in either 
Phoebe's or my own lifetime. 
So, many Catholics are "pro-choice," 
for an earlier choice, for a more 
easily made choice, for a choice' that 
may be made with far less pressure and 
anxiety, no matter what a particular 
woman's beliefs may be. 
Finally, Phoebe seems to consider 
Daniel Berrigan's anti-abortion stance 
as being inconsistent with his other 
"politically progressive" views. But 
all of Berrigan's activities are "pro­
life" in the fullest sense of the 
term. In this sense, standing up 
against the death 0f a fetus is a 
logical step from protesting the 
deaths of soldiers, Vietnamese 
villagers, future targets of nuclear 
weapons, prisoners, etc., all of which 
Daniel Berrigan has done in his life­
time. 
It seems to me that Berrigan is 
supporting the idea of abortion as 
only a legal choice in his belief 
that it is not and cannot be a moral 
one. 
So, that's my rap. Keep on the 
struggle. 
--Lucia Dryanski 
Davenport, Iowa . 
They're not bad people, 
as long as they're in jail 
New Jersey State Sen. Joseph Maressa 
who has sponsored a bill that would 
impose prison sentences and fines,on 
homosexual acts, gave this "explan­
a�ion" for his desire to return to the 
middle ages: "I'm not saying that 
homosexuals are bad people. It's just 
that it's a poor male role model and 
undesirable lifestyle to present to 
our y6uth. We should give them macho 
role models like Mike Rossman and 
Pete Rose. Look, they [homosexual� 
<;an' t heln it. I hear that . . . 95 
per cent of them are homosexual before 
they're five or six years of age._ 
B�t 
that doesn't mean we should sanction 
it."• 
--The Advocate 
The fact is that the pigs and narcs 
are largely responsible for drugs 
being misrepresented. The manufac­
turers of white cross, for example, 
stopped using the real thing in their 
tablets a long time ago, because there 
are many other non-controlled drugs 
which create some of speed's 
wonderful euphoria without being il­
legal. 
The Post ran a very good article along 
these lines several years ago, about 
a group in Chicago that periodically 
tests samples of street drugs to 
determine exactly what is being used 
in the products. I would like to see 
that article reprinted (hint). 
One day while I was in Brokaw . 
Hospital I decided to ask a bonafide 
medico about some of the substitute 
drugs being marketed. I finally 
cornered Dr. Kooker, a psychiatrist, 
and asked him, as an example, what 
is being used in "acid" nowadays. 
Kooker rattled off a handful of 
"alphabet-soup" names like DMT, DET, 
DPT, STP, MDA. The actual chemical 
terms are as long as your arm and 
sort of frightening (3-methoxy-alpha­
methyl-phenethylamine, etc.). He 
also said that in the coke-type 
produtts, strychnine, atropine, and, 
worst of all, PCP are being used. 
PCP is fine for sick horses, but 
definitely not for humans. 
It should come as no surprise that 
even our pot has been treated with 
dangerous chemicals-- most notably 
the hebicide Paraquat-- which can 
cause permanent lung damage. This is 
typical of the government ·getting in­
volved in another shady deal, and 
instead of "protecting" us from 
ourselves, managing to do us more 
harm than if they had simply left 
things alone. 
What about prescription drugs? These 
are by far the safest, although it 
should be remembered that already 
there are many counterfeits. 
The best bet is to buy only from 
people you can trust, and read up on 
the drugs before taking them. I know 
one. person who keeps a Physicians' 
� ��c;,..e with him at all times, 
whether he is selling or buying. 
Actually the Pharmacists' Guide is 
better, because it uses less 
technical terms, tells you what forms 
the drugs are available in, and even 
whether they are controlled or not. 
There would be no problem with 
poisoned dope if dope were legal. 
We have all heard the story of 
Prohibition, and how, when alcohol 
was illegal, there were numerous 
poisonings of bootleg hootch. There 
was also a shocking increase of 
gangland activities in the sale of 
this somewhat innocuous substance. 
At the end of Prohibition, and ever 
since then, alcohol has been clean and 
and relatively safe (although 
heavily taxed). 
It's time to take a closer look at 
what's going on behind the scenes of 
our everyday tran�actions. 
Wanna buy some Valium? 
--James C. Tippett 
• 
' 
�:� POINTY FEET BEAT 
.a-..:. ... 
Rock 'n' roll is alive and well in the 
Midwest. So shows the soon-to-be­
released two-record anthology Pointy 
Feet Beat, which was produced by the 
people who put O\lt the music weekly 
Prairie Sun. 
As the promotional material says, 
"these two records represent a harvest 
moon festival of 15 of the Midwest's fav­
orite local bands. It is a barn-bursting 
first picking of homegrown rock and 
roll, a picnic feast of different tastes, 
from the fulsome gospel of Street Wise 
to the uptown country of the late lam­
ented New Watermelon Rhythm Band." 
The full rollcall includes: Poker Flatts, 
Patrick Hazell and Mother Blues, Judd 
Group, Locust, Zippyr Band,. Swingers, 
Slink Rand Group, Prana, Headstone 
Band, Dartanyan, Dan Young Band, 
Dahcotah, and Enterprise Band of 
Pleasure. Some of these bands are 
regulars on the Bloomington club cir­
cuit. 
The album represents such a potpourri 
of styles--country and western, funk, 
soul, blues, fusion, new wave, and 
plain old rock 'n1 roll--that only the 




to like. Here are some of the most 
memorable cuts: 
Patrick Hazell and Mother Blues con'­
tribute two traditional blues tracks. 
Hazell's harmonica virtuosity comes 
through in a haunting way on "Good 
Evening, Mr. Blues. " 
"More than Enough" by Judd Group com­
bines some interesting tempo changes 
in a Stevie Wonder/ Earth Wind and Fire 
style. 
For the greater Bloomington/Normal 
QUnk rockers there is the Swingers' "No 
Enemas Please," which is guaranteed 
to titillate the staunchest of anal com­
pulsives. 
The quiet jewel of Pointy Feet Beat 
is Dartanyan' s "Strength & Love. " 
This cut is a simple but awesome 
lyric, which is intricately harmonized . 
Dartanyan' s second contribution, 
"Stomp in' Feet, " combines elements 
of funk and fusion, and shows off 
Marcia Miget Brown's fine horn playing. 
"Never Made My Move Too Soon," by 
Street Wise uses Linda Rhodes' gutsy 
and bluesy voice to the max . 
np 
For country rockers, there are two 
numbers by New Watermelon Rhythm 
Band. "I've Never Been Out of Love 
(In Denver Before)," sung by Sally Jill 
Weisenburg, projects self-doubt and 
honest longing in a believable country 
twang. Their "Lengthy Conversation" 
is a clever double take on the JOnder 
side of Kenny Rogers' "Lucille." 
A fine and dubious example of cock­
rock in the Led Zeppelin vein is 
Dahcotah's 11Fragile Man," and Head­
stone offers two very commercial cuts. 
The logistics of producing Pointy Feet 
Beat involved the musicians picking 
and indep�ndently producing their own 
cuts with coordination and some re­
mixing done by the album's producers, 
Bill Knight and Mike Grimm. This 
undoubtedly led to the honest portrayal 
of the musicians' talents. 
It is all the mor.e satisfying that Pointy 
Feet Beat celebrates local talent, who 
incorporate the local experience in 
their musical expression. Check at 
Coop Tapes & Records for the release 
date.• 
I I py, 
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If you listen to the city fathers, the Pantagraph, the 
c i v i c  boosters and the phony speechm.akers, you 
would think we lived in a 1930' s Hollywood set. But 
let's look b e h i n d  the scenes. Each month since 
April 1972, the Post-A merikan h a  s b e e n  denting 
that serene facade, printing the embarrassing truths 
the city fathers would rather overlook. Take an­
o t h e r  look at Bloomington-Normal. Subscribe to 
the Post-Amerikan. 
For the next 12 monthly issues, send $3. 00 to Post­
Amerikan, P.O • .  Box 3452, Bloomington, IL. CT1701. 
ENCLOSED IS $3. 00 FOR THE NE).cr 12 ISSUES. 
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